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INTRODUCTION

Between November 2001 and September 2002, the Bush administration
tried to prepare the US, and the rest of the world, for pre-emptive military
action to remove the Iraqi regime and bring that country into full and durable
compliance with UN resolutions under a new, democratic govemment. It
was a costly exercise. The US succeeded for a time in making itself, rather
than Saddam Hussein and Osama bin Laden, the principal source of
international concern. on 4 september 2002, President Bush abruptly
changed course, committing his administration to achieving the same goal
by the book, so to speak. Bush indicated that he would work through the
Congress and the United Nations, respectively, to secure domestic and
intemational authority to disarm lraq, by force if necessary. This second
track also failed. On 20 March 2003, American, British and Australian
forces invaded Iraq without clear authorisation from the security Council.

Iraq became the most divisive issue the international community has
encountered in over 30 years, damaging severely both the 'western'
community and the newer major power alignments that had emerged since
the end of the Cold War. America's strengttr, once a source of reassurance to
many/ now worried most. This monograph seeks to describe and explain
what appears to have been a massive failure of international diplomacy,
and to consider its implications for the longer term.

The discussion is divided into two parts. The first part addresses the
crisis from the standpoint of the principal actors, especially the United states.
The second part addresses specifically the path taken by Australia.
Australia's path was necessarily shaped very strongly by the'main game'
but it did have distinctive aspects which, in turn, suggest distinctive
implications for foreign and defence policy in the future.

Background

The principles of national sovereignty and non-interference in the
internal affairs of states are treasured universally. Although most recognise
that these principles are not, and cannot be, absolute, resistance to
characterising any qualifications has historically been strong. Over the
course of the 1990s, this state of affairs came under critical scrutiny. The
notion gained ground that sovereignty and non-interference were rights
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that states earned through decent behaviour - behaviour that broadly
conformed to intemational norms and standards. ln other words, states

could deprive themselves of the privileges and protection afforded by these

foundation principles of the contemporary international system. It was

certainly no accident that this development in thought coincided with the

first decade of the post-Cold War era and the advent of unipolarity in the

intemational systern. The enforcement of standards at seemingly bearable

cost and risk had become a real option. This new thinking was tested and,

by any measure, proven through the action taken in 1999by a U$led coalition
against Serbian leader Slobodan Milosovic over ethnic cleansing practices
in the province of Kosovo.

By the standards that some hacl adopted by the late 1990s, Saddam

Hussein had deprived lraq of the rights and privileges of sovereignty even

before his invasion and occupation of Kuwait in August L990. His conduct

in the Iraq war with Iran (including the first use of chemical weaPons) and

his ferocious suppression of internal dissent (including, again, the use of
lethal chemical agents) are regarded by most obseryers as ample grounds
for regarding lraq as a state that had disqualified itself.

Nothing much changed following lraq-s defeat and eviction from Kuwait.
The terms of the ceasefire included Iraq's agreement to divest itself of all
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and the means to produce them, as

well as of ballistic missiles with a range greater than 150km. The UN
inspection process intended to verify Iraq's compliance with these
undertakings became instead a process of hunting down these capabilities
in the face of systematic obstruction and deception. By 1993, the United
Nations security Council had found Iraq to be in material breach of its
obligations on 7 occasions. Other breaches followed, but the UN stopped
formally recording them as such, in part, perhaps, because they generated

pressures or expectations on the United Nations Security Council to enforce

its authority and there was no consensus in prospect to do so.

This debilitating process came to an end in December 1998 when UN
inspectors were denied access to sites of interest and were withdrawn ahead

of brief USUK air strikes (operation Desert Fox). The United Nations Security

Council passed a new resolution (its 17m on Iraq) early in 1999 reiterating
Iraq's obtigations. In the Ug the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 actually made

regime change a matter of law. This rather extraordinary development, not
much remarked on at the time, illustrated the depth of frustration in the US.

Between washington and Baghdad, it was not just business, it was personal.

But the standoff persisted. There was widespread frustration with the status

quo, but no consensus either on enforcing UN resolutions or on drawing a

line under the whole exercise.
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THE BIG PICTURE: AMERICA,S ROAD TO WAR

The Bush Administration

Regime change in Iraq was an administration objective from the outset,
and it is not hard to see why. The Vice President, Secretary of State, Deputy
Secretaries of State and of Defense, and the National Security Advisor were
all in office in 1991 when going beyond liberating Kuwait to occupy Baghdad
looked like a piece of cake, militarily, but the President elected not to. A
costly and affronting decade later, Saddam Hussein was'known' to be
reconstituting his IA/MD capabilities in the absence of UN inspections and
an increasingly ineffectual sanctions regime.

Moreover, the Pentagon had run a number of elaborate simulations of
the 1990-1991 crisis with Saddam Hussein in possession of nuclear weapons
and at least medium-range missile delivery systems. UN inspectors
concluded that Iraq was 12-18 months away from a nuclear capability in
1991. Unsurprisingly, these sirnulations indicated that the crisis would
have been vastly more difficult and costly to deal with. It fuelled the'rogue'
state and missile defence debates throughout the 1990s, debates that also
brought Donald Rumsfeld to the fore as the head of a commission that
argued in fune 1998 that rogue states could develop long-range missiles
much more quickly than the intelligence cornmunity believed was the case.1

The initial discussions on lraq within the second Bush administration
were apparently driven by Deputy Secretary of Defense, Paul Wolfowitz,
who floated the concept of building up Iraqi exiles and the Kurdish militia
inside Iraq to overthrow Saddam Hussein with the assistance of US air
power.2 Secretary of State Colin Powell was sceptical, as were many senior
rnilitary officers, about the capacities of these Iraqi groups and the
corresponding reliance on air power. Moreover, as it was not intended to
work through the United Nations, it could not be presumed that key
neighbouring counhies - especially Saudi A.rabia and Turkey - would allow
air bases on their territorv to be used.
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The US proposed to the United Nations Security Council in ]une 2001 to

re-introduce inspectors into lraq in exchange for a more discriminating
sanctions regime - looser on civilian goods, tougher on military imports.
The move was blocked by Russia. This impasse invigorated discussions

within the administration on military options, but it remained at the level of
discussions. Until 11 September 2001.

The early meetings on how America should resPond to the attacks, and

who or what it should respond against, were understandably chaotic.3 The

administration quickly zeroed in on al Qaeda and its Taliban hosts in
Afghanistan. Iraq, however, was also in the firing line from the very outset.
Iraq's inclusion had little to do with the regime's humanitarian shortcomings.
several key figures in the adminisftation simply took it for granted that Iraq
was somehow involved in the attacks.a Rumsfeld raised the question on L2

september because he thought, correctly, that the gathering intemational

"oilition 
would want the objectives of the campaign to be precisely defined.

WoUowitz endeavoured to tip the scales as early as 1"3 September, saying at
a Pentagon briefing that the US response had to extend to 'ending states

that sponsor terrorism'. At Camp David on Saturday L5 September, the

President polled his top five advisers, with four of them recommending that

Iraq not be included in the initial response. Bush decided on 17 September,

telling his senior team:

. 'lbelieve Iraq was involved, but I'm not going to strike
them now. I don't have the evidence at this point."

The President did, howevet, direct the Pentagon to continue planning
for military action against lraq. The following day, Bush met with Jacques
Chirac, his first meeting with a foreign leader since the attacks' Iraq came

up in their conversation and, with fateful irony, Chirac reportedly described

how dangerous the situation in Iraq was and stressed the importance of
getting UN inspectors back in.

Addressing the Congress on 20 September, Bush defined the scope of the

campaign as follows:

"Our war on terror begins with al Qaeda, but it does

not end there. It will not end until every terrorist grouP
of global reach has been found, stopped and defeated."s

The 'global reach' characterisation put important boundaries around
the war on terror. Although Bush was less restrictive elsewhere in this
speech - for example: "From this day forward, any nation that continues to
harbor or support terrorism will be regarded by the United States as a hostile
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regime" - it would appear that the international coalition accepted the
'enemy' in the war on terror to be al Qaeda, any comparable groups, and
any states that sheltered them.

It soon became clear, however, even to the outside world, that Septernber
11 had rnoved the lraq issue sharply up the US priority list. within weeks of
the launch of operation Enduring Freedom on 7 October, signals emanating
from the administration that the war would be widened, probably in the
direcbion of Iraq, began to atbract caution and criticism. Germany's Foreign
Minister said, "Europe would have very, very serious questions about that,
to put it diplomatically".6 Saudi Arabia's recently-retired intelligence chief
reinforced the view that there was absolutely no evidence of an lraqi-al
Qaeda link and that US military action against Iraq would be a mistake that
his country would not support or facilitate.T At the same time, however,
National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice was saying "the world would
clearly be better and the lraqi people would be better off if saddarn Hussein
were not in power" and "We didn't need September lL to tell us that [Saddam
Hussein] is a threat to our interests. We'll deal with that situation
eventually".s

On 26 November, President Bush somewhat casually, perllaps even
inadvertently, pushed the Iraq issue to the centre of the war against terror.
ln an exchange with the press that traversed the economy, Vice President
Cheney's health, and human cloning, Bush was asked what message he
would like to send about the scope of the war on terror, specifically with
respect to Iraq:

"Well, my message is that, if you harbour a terrorisf you're a terrorist.
If you feed a terrorist, you're a terrorist. If you develop weapons
of mass destruction that you want to terrorise the world, you'll
be held accountable."

Asked a little later whether Saddarn Hussein would have to agree to let
inspectors back iru he replied:

"Saddam Hussein agreed to allow inspectors in his country.
In order to prove to the world he's not developing weapons of
mass destructiory he ought to let the inspectors back in."

On the consequences of a refusal:

"That's up for ... he'll find out."
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When asked whether he had expanded his definition of intemational
terrorism since his key speech to Congress on 20 September 2001. to include

states developing WMD, Bush replied:

"So part of the war on terror is deny terrorist weaPons getting

- I mean, weapons be used for means of terror - getting in the

hands of nations that will use them."

"Have I expanded the definition"? I've always had that
definition as far as I'm concerned."e

These were clearly unscripted remarks, but all the more revealing fclr it.
The President's insistence that he had always regarded Iraq an objective in
the war on terror was, as we have seerg literally accurate. Unfortunately,
this was only apparent to the small group that had participated in the

administration's intemal deliberations on the scope of the war. To everyone

else, Bush was expanding the war. At that stage evidence had still not
materialised to support the presumption of Iraqi involvement in September

L1. According to a US intelligence official in November 2001, "there's not a

drop of evidence" linking Iraq to the 911 hijackings"'l0 Washington, however,

hada new dominant concem, a terrorist attack with WMD, and Bush was

evidently persuaded that Iraq was the principal source of that threat because

it might be willing to supply terrorists with wMD. The view that lraq was

invoived in September 11 persisted but, with the continuing absence of
evidence for this, the weight of the case for early, decisive action on Iraq
came to rest on the risk that it could transfer WMD to terrorists.

Iraq had been a costly irritant for L0 years, but the US had concluded

that containment and deterrence kept the risk to acceptable levels. This
judgement was actively contested by senior figures in the second Bush

administration, and overtumed after september L1. Most of the key figures
in the new Bush administration had already concluded in 1991 that, as the

sole superpower, the US could and should, unilaterally if necessary, deal

conclusively with challenges like Iraq. They were of the same view in 200L

and pressed from the outset to commit the administration to regime change

in Iraq. washington's sharply reduced tolerance of risk following september

L1 tipped the scales emphatically. President Bush's remarks on 26

November indicated that the US debate on lraq had shifted from whether to
how to engineer a regime change.
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Shapingthe US Approachto Regime Change

The import of Bush's co[unents was not lost on audiences at home or
abroad. Domestically, even those who had been urging caution and patience
in discussions within the administration knew that the President had opened
the door and committed the US to resolving the Iraq question. Richard
Armitage, the plain-speaking Deputy Secretary of State put it best: "The
president said it, so that's that - it's back".11 Powell, though himself
genuinely conservative on security and defence issues, was at the dovish
end of the spectrum in the administration, and would now have to work
even harder to engage his President. Moreover, Powell's credibility had
been damaged because he had always cautioned against over-reliance on
air power and the carnpaign in Afghanistan was raising the effectiveness of
this tool to new heights. Powell, however, did have the President's reference
to inspections, which meant the UN, diplomacy and coalition-building.

The allied reaction was swift. Within days of Bush's comments, French
and German ministers had signalled clearly that widening the war in this
way was fraught with danger and was not aR approach that their countries
shared.12 It is important to be clear on what Bush's comments meant to the
NATO allies in parficular. The war on terror is peculiar in the sense that the
US has not formally declared war on anyone. At the sarne time, the European
members of NATO did invoke Article IV of the treafy (for the first time in the
history of the alliance) and thereby formally declared themselves to be
belligerents in this "wa{' . The "\+'ar" that the allies signed up to was defined
by President Bush as finding and destroying all terrorist groups of
international reach. In his comments on 26 November, Bush was unilaterally
changing the objectives of the "war" the allies had agreed to fight, and
doing so just six weeks after the fighting started.

This was not a smart movc. from the standpoint of coalition management.
Instead of fixing the damage, the rival camps in Washington squared off to
shape US policy. It was an uneven contest. The dominant strategic impulse
in the Bush administration was that unipolarity provided a historic
opportunity. To an extent unprecedented in history, the US did not have to
pursue objectives graclually or indirectly. Nor did it have to bother very
much about tensions between objectives, abandoning or deferring some to
facilitate others. On the core issues, the US could define absolute solutions
and make them happen. Over the period December 2001 - August 2002, the
debate on Iraq was noisy and confusing. But the dominant message
emanating from Washington was that the US could and probably would
just do it - without the UN, without inspections and, if necessary, without
allies.
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In the last months of 2001', Russia had considerable leverage in
Washington. Russia's prompt and unqualified offer after 911 to become an

ally in the war on terror had translated into practical support for Enduring
Freedom of great value to the US. More broadly, Bush aPpears to have
prized the status of becoming the US President who secured a deep and
irreversible transformation in US-Russia relations. More selfishly, Bush
still hoped (through the Crawford summit in November 2001) to persuade

Putin to join him in a graceful exit from the ABM treaty. In one of the clearest

examples of the'we can do it all' philosophy, Bush announced America's
unilateral withdrawal from the ABM treaty on 1"3 December 2001. This
action made it much harder for Putin to sustain his closeness to the US

against his domestic opponents (and poked a finger in the eye of close allies

like France and Germany who were also attached to the 'regime'
underpinned by the ABM treaty).

There was more to come. Undaunted by the resistance to his unilateral
extension of the war on terror to include lraq, Bush used the State of the
Union address on 29 fanuary 2002 to declare that lraq,, together with tran
and North Korea, constituted an'axis of evil'. All three were deemed to be

states that were seeking WMD, which they could use to threaten US allies,

or which they could transfer to terrorist grouPs. This arresting
characterisation cut sharply across established policy settings for a number
of key allies - the Europeans in the case of lran, and fapan and South Korea

in the case of North Korea.

Bush also used the State of Union address to hint strongly that the US

would - possibly even already had - endorse a doctrine of pre-emptive
defence:

"I will not wait on events, while dangers gather ...
The United States of America will not permit the world's
most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world's
most destructive weapons."13

Senior administration officials quickly carried this new doctrine to wider
audiences. Speaking at the National Defense University in Washington
DC, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld said:

"Defending against terrorism and other emerging 2L"t century
threats may well require that we take the war to the enemy'"14

In Munictr, Germany, Rumsfeld's deputy, Paul Wolfowitz, told a security
conference:
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"Our approach has been to aim for prevention and not
merely punishment. We are at war. Self-defense requires
prevention and sometimes pre-emption."1s

Russian, German and Chinese ministers also attending the conference
all signalled strong reservations about widening the war on terror, as well
as doing so pre-emptively.16 |apan joined the chorus somewhat later, in
early May. A senior |apanese politician signalled that the political courage
and energy displayed in sending a naval flotilla into the Indian Ocean to
provide rear-echelon support fot Enduing Freedom would not be repeated
for any operation against Iraq unless it was proven that Iraq was implicated
in September LL.

Immediately after the State of the Union - and some two months after
initially demanding the return of inspectors - Bush said publicly that he
was not "impatient" to deal with Iraq, a position that would become very
familiar over the ensuing months.17 The continuing division within the
administration, essentially between State and Defense, was undeniable.
The media had begun casting Powell as the misfit in a very hawkish
administration. On lraq, however, the pendulum had swung a little in
Powell's direction. The President had focused on the retum of inspectors:
he was not in a hurry, and the cost of the unilateral regime-change approach
in terms of intemational relationships was mounting fast.

In testimony to Congress early in February 2002, Powell stressed the
goal of regime-change and the wide range of options under consideration
within the administration to facilitate it. Press commentary suggested powell
was cementing his credentials as a team-player, but also as a player per se.
At the same time, articles appeared suggesting that the diplomatic option -
working through the Security Council - was the option gaining favour.

The target at that time was the Security Council deaclline in May 2002 to
review/renew the sanctions regime against lraq. Powell and his British
counterpart, |ack Shaw, discussed this deadline as an opportunity to propose
smarter sanctions - tougher on military goods, more lenient on civilian
imports - and issue an ultimatum to Iraq to allow the inspectors back. The
broad expectation - assuming Security Council agreement - was that Saddam
Hussein would either refuse point blank or let the inspectors back in, but
frustrate their efforts as in the past.18 This approach might consume 5-6
months, but it would set the stage for more direct action before the end of
2002, with substantial international support, or at least acquiescence.
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This game plan ran aground on the increasingly ugly confrontation
between lsrael and the Palestinians. Vice-President Cheney took the pulse

of 12 states during a whirlwind tour in March 2002 and found either strong

nervousness or outright opposition to military action against lraq.le For

regional states, the pre-conditions were not iust the security Council and

inspections, but also defusing the Israeli-Palestinian war. Following
Cheney's return to Washington, the 'spin' fed to the media, in not-for-
attribution comments, was that key regional players were privately
supportive and that this would emerge once it became clear that the us was

determined to act and see the task through.2o The diversion of regional

interest and concern away from lraq and toward Israel (and the US) led the

US to postpone plans to present an intelligence briefing on IIaq to thesecurity
Council.2l This had been seen as an important precursor to the debate on
sanctions and inspections, but the judgement was made that, in the
prevailing climate, it would be a waste of good ammunition. Britain had a
similar briefing, but also elected to defer its presentation.

By the end of April 2002, it would aPpear that debate within the

administration accepted a significant delay in engineering a decision-point

on Iraq.z Earlier schemes on formenting a coup or an oPeration similar to
Afghanistan with US air power sharply multiplying the effectiveness of
indigenous armed opposition groups had been effectively countered as not
sufficiently certain to succeed. The risks - greatly enhanced by the poisonous
state of Israeli-Palestinian relations - that an early strike against Iraq would
be seen simply as a confrontation with Islam, weakening the war on terror
and possibly destabilising key regimes throughout the Arab world, were
more widely recognised as serious.

In the meantime, in early April, Iraq had signalled its interest in renewing
dialogue with the uN, initially insisting that renewed inspections would
not be on the agenda. Very quickly, on L May, Iraq softened this position to

allow inspections provided this would be part of a definitive package
including an end to sanctions and no-fly zones.

From May through |uly, with the sense of immediacy substantially
evaporated, and with growing international interest in renewing
inspections, Washington continued to debate all the options canvassed

above, and to expose lingering divisions within the administration. In early

June, the Washington Posf disclosed that Bush had authorised the CIA to
conduct covert operations in lraq: gathering intelligence, assessing the
strength and commitment of opposition groups and the like.ts Plans for a
US invasion force were characterised in the press, aPParently leaked by
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those who had different ideas.2a I'he initial round of Iraq-UN talks concluded
at the end of June without agreement on new inspections.

On 8 fuly, Bush reiterated both the goal of regime change and his patience
in exploring altemative ways of brit gtt g this about. The weeks of semi-
public airing of preferred options, the resilience of the groups favouring
unilateral pre-ernptive action, and the aclministration's inability or
unwillingness to put some kind of framework around all the options and to
shape the-debate, began to take its toll. By mid-|uly, Congressional
impatience with being left out of the loop began to find public expression -
from both sides of the political stage.?s The message here was a critical one:
Iraq should not be viewed as a simple extension of the war on terror that
Congress had authorised the administration to wage. The lawmakers felt
the administration had yet to make the case for military action against Iraq.
Why was Saddam Hussein an urgent priority? If regime change was the
objective, who would replace Saddam Hussein and how would this be
engineered? Given the risks of inflaming Islamic feelings against the US,
how best could the US minimise this risk both to the progress of the war on
terror and to America's compelling interests in the stability of the wider
Gulf/Middle East region?

In the allied comrnunity, the comfort established back in April, with the
US conceding a longer timetable for resolving the Iraq questiory had begun
to dissipate. The US'obsession'with lraq and its unvamished commitment
to regime change clashed with European perceptions that ending the war
between the Israelis and the Palestinians and consolidating stability in
Afghanistan were critical pre-conditions for managing the risks associated
with bringing the lraq question to a head. Moreover, the US focus on regime
change was seen as virtually guaranteeing that Iraq would see no benefit in
resuming inspections. Even the UK made it clear that the objective was
ending the threat from Iraqi WMD.26

From late July, the battle in Washington to shape US strategy on Iraq
intensified clramatically. The Senate conducted its first hearings on lraq in
the last week of fuly.'?? Although Republicans and Democrats differed on
whether the adminishation had the authority to wage war on Iraq without
new authorisation from Congress, both sides stressed the importance of
involving Congress (and, indirectly, the public) to project American unity.
A new variation on a military strategy that did not require a massive invasion
force emerged. This "insitle-out" or "Baghdad first" option envisaged going
directly for Saddam Hussein and his senior command, severing their links
with the armed forces and, particularly, with the regime's WMD
capabilities.a At the same time, a well-sourced article in the Washingtotr
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Posf reported that many senior military officers did not consider that Iraq
posed an immediate threat and that the current policy of containment and

deterrence remained viable.n The leaders of France and Germany went on
the record with the plain message that an attack on lraq could not be justified
unless decided by the Security Council.30

In politics, as in everything else, timing is everything. A key indicator
that administration policy toward Iraq was approaching a critical juncture,
and that Washington insiders were aware of this, was a series of articles in
the second half of August by'old guard' Republicans advising caution and
more careful deliberation. Henry Kissinger argued that the US would be

judged by how it managed Iraq after deposing Saddam Hussein, and that
this could be a lengthy commitment. He also contended that the
administration should think more deeply about the doctrine of pre-emptive
action, and to package this concept more carefully to protect US interests
over the longer term.3l Brent Scowcroft, National Security Advisor to
President Bush Senior, caused an even Sreater stir a few days later because

of the possibility that the ex-president shared his views. Scowcroft
questioned the urgency of any WMD threat from Iraq; queried the logic that

unilateral use of any such capabilities, or transferring them to terrorist
groups, would be attractive to lraq; and contended that action against Iraq
would shatter the international coalition on terror and spark an Arab
backlash against the US (because the US would be seen as turning its back
on the Israel-Palestine dispute).32

Ten days later, Bush Senioy's Secretary of State, james Baker, reinforced
all these arguments.$ Baker's main message, however, was that although
the UN already had the authority in a technical legal sense to take action
against lraq, the US should regard securing new authorisation from the
Security Council as a political and practical necessity.

In a sense, the administration's goose was cooked at this point. The

domestic debate had reached boiling point with the war sceptics very much
in the ascendancy, while the proponents of direct action were not ready
with a plausible and coherent alternative. On vacation in Texas, Bush tried
to hose down the "chuming" speculation on US plans by reiterating that he

remained patient and emphasising that diplomacy was among the options.v
One important consideration would have been evidence in public opinion
polls indicating that a majority of Americans thought it was very imPortant
for the US to act with the support of its allies. A poll in mid-August showed
support for military action against Iraq with and without allied support at

69% and54% respectively.3s In another poll taken at the end of August, only
20% of Americans supported a strike without allied support.ft
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Vice-President Cheney chose this improbable moment to make the most
coherent, comprehensive and forceful statement of the view that the US had
little choice other than to remove Saddam Hussein through pre-emptive
military action.37 on 26 August 2002, Cheney declared bluntly that there
was no doubt that saddam Hussein possessed chemical and biological
weapons, and that he would have nuclear weapons "fairly soon". The
latter made an Iraqi nuclear threat seem significantly more imminent than
others in the administrafion had been prepared to assert. He also stated
bluntly that Saddam Hussein "was prepared" to share WMD with terrorists
(contesting wiclely-held views to the contrary) and considered that new
inspections "would provide no assurance whatsoever" of Iraqi compliance
with UN resolutions. Far from interfering with the war on terror, Cheney
argued (or rather, declared) that regime change in Iraq would prove to be a
major benefit, including enhancing us efforts to end the Israeli-palestinian
conflict.

Cheney's speech could not stem the tide. International resistance
appeared to stiffen and, judging from editorials in the major US newspapers,
Americans continued to feel that the risks in taking early, direct action were
too great. Three days later, on 29 August, Cheney put exactly the same
arguments to a meeting of Korean War veterans, except for one telling
adjustment. Renewed UN inspections were no longer dismissed as
providing "false courfort", but had to be rigorous enough to "compel Iraqi
compliance with all UN Security Council Resolutions".3s Clearly, the Vice-
President had been spoken to regarding linriting the President's options.

After an absence of some weeks, Powell re-entered the debate through an
interview with the BCC on 1. September. Referring carefully to the President's
earlier statements, Powell said the US wanted the inspectors to return as 'a
first step' toward resolving the Iraq issue. He also pointed the US in the
direction of a campaign to win back allied and wider intemational support
through making public US intelligence.3e A couple of days later, with the
US media writing up a renewed split within the administration, powell
tried to play the differences down. He characterised the recent claim by
lraq's Deputy Prime Minister that Iraq had no WMD as "nonsense - utter
nonsense" and insisted that all the key players in the administration agreed
that renewed inspections per se could not make the problem go away.{

This account of the US domestic debate coming to a peak during August
2002 is based on what was visible to the media. A recent book by Bob
Woodward on the Bush aclministration since the attacks of September L1,
based on interviews with all the key players including the President, provides
some intriguing additional insights.al
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On 5 August 2002, Powell spent several hours with Bush and Rice setting

out his views on lraq. It was the first time, it appears, that Powell had

sought such an opportunity, or that Bush had granted it. Powell dwelt on
the iisk of destabilising the entire Middle East and the possible costs to long
term us interests. He stressed the direct and indirect economic costs and

the likelihood that direct action against Iraq would monoPolise uS political
and military energies to the exclusion of everything else. He pointed to the

huge imponderables associated with "rurudng" ltaqafter Saddam Hussein

had been removed. And he pointed out that the US did not really have a
unilateral option: it had to have bases and overflight rights in the region.

Powell's conclusion was that the US had to go out and recruit allies, build
an intemational coalition, and that the UN was one way, but not the only

way, to go. Bush, reportedly, indicated a Preference for an intemational

coalition and observed that he had derived great satisfaction from building
one in the lead-up to operation Enduring Fteedom in Afghanistan.

On 14 August 2002, with Bush on vacation in Texas, a meeting was
convened in Washin$on between Cheney, Rumsfeld, Powell, Rice and CIA
director George Tenet. This meeting agreed that the President's address to

the UN General Assembly on 12 September should be specifically about

Iraq. It was also agreed that the President could not seek a declaration of
,"ui on Iraq,, but that he should make it clear that the US would embrace the

UN optionbily if it delivered clear, actionable outcomes. The speech would
focus on the UN and the challenge that unenforced resolutions on Iraq
posed to its credibility.

These two events, not visible at the time, confirm that all of the key players

were conscious that the viability of the unilateral, pre-emptive option had

seriously eroded over the course of the northem sutruner. They also suggest

that some credence be given to the possibility tha! at least in the latter part
of August, the divisions within the administration were orchestrated to
condition Security Council members and Iraq to seek and accept,
respectivelp a very robust inspection regime, or else.

CtrangingTactics

The administration switched from confrontation to engagernent on 4
September 2002, the day the President returned from vacation. The change
wis wholesale, addressing both Congress and allies and friends, and
conceding to both groups that Iraq could not simply be tacked on to the war
on terror. Bush told Congressional leaders assembled in the White House

that he would engage them (and the American people) in "open dialogue"
on the necessity of dealing with lraq and, in due course, secure Congressional
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approval to do so. He also foreshadowed imminent meetings with his British
and Canadian counterparts ancl telephone discussions with China, Russia
and France in the lead-up to his speech to the General Assembly on L2
September. Bush made it clear that the focus of this speech would be the
credibility of the UN.a2

Almost coincidentally, a new US poll suggested that just 37% of
Americans considered that the President had clearly explained the rationale
for war with lraq. The same poll indicated that the strong in-principle
support for military action to remove Saddam Hussein (some 65%) shrank
to just 18% it it was done without allies and resulted in us casualties in the
thousands.a3

President Bush tried manfully to erase the preceding 9 months of division
and confrontation that had produced this outcome, declaring that "today
the process starts"{. And to underscore the switcfu Bush's Chief of Staff
indicated that Cheney's speech on 26 August, particularly the remarks on
UN inspections, had not been cleared in detail by the White House.as

As foreshadowed, on 12 September, Bush committed the US "to work
with the UN Security Council to meet our common challenge", but demanded
deliberate, decisive action to hold Iraq to account if it again defied the UN.6

Two months later, on 8 November, the UN Security Council voted
unanirnously to give lraq a final opportunity to demonstrate compliance
with earlier resolutions by accepting "immediate, unimpeded, unconditional
and unrestricted" inspections. Earlier, on 10-LL October, the US House of
Representatives and then the Senate gave strong bi-partisan support to
resolutions granting the administration authority to use force to disarm
Iraq if necessary.

Negotiating Resolution 11141

Although President Bush's speech to the General Assembly on 12
September was widely welcomed, there appears to have been little optimism
that consensus could be achieved on a coherent intemational approach on
Iraq. It was abundantly clear that Washington had been driven back to the
UN reluctantly. Indeed, it was abundantly clear that Bush had overruled
the majority in his inner circle in deciding to do so. ]ust two weeks earlier,
as noted above, Vice President Cheney had declared that renewed inspections
would provide'no assurance whatever'. Over the nine months preceding
Cheney's speech - while the President stressed his patience but otherwise
remained somewhat aloof frorn the debate - the dominant voice emerging
from Washington insisted that Iraq should be the next objective of the
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international coalition against terror. And as resistance to this demand
stiffened and became more widespread, Washington reverted more strongly

to the alternative of leading a coalition of the willing to secure regime change

in lraq. Ceding control of the issue to the UN was not simply the least

preferred option, it was an option to be actively avoided.

The mirror image of profound US reluctance to put its freedom of action
at the mercy of multilateral diplomacy was profound suspicion on the part
of others - led by France, Russia and China - about Washingtort's sincerity
in approaching the uN. Could it be that washington sincerely recognised

thaf liaq lay outside the mandate of the war on terror and could only be

addressed through the UN? Or was it more a case of swinging through the

UN to pick up international endorsement for what it considered to the
necessary and essentially inescapable option of regime change by force?

France and the others suspected the latter. with relationships already
battered by the months of coercion on Iraq, and a succession of earlier and

concurrent examples of what was seen as imperious US behaviour (for
example on the Kyoto Protocol, the International Criminal Court and the

ABM Treaty), these states apparently resolved to make a stand in the one

arena in which they were still nominally the equal of the United States.

From the outset, in other words, the Iraq question became a surrogate for
the even larger issue of disproportionate US power and the comparatively
unvarnished manner in which the Bush administration was inclined to
deploy that power. To make matters worse, just as the five permanent
members of the security Council were conducting initial discussions on

what became Resolution 1441, the administration released (on 20 september)

its National Security Strategy statement. This statement was a watershed in
at least two respects. First, it declared, indirectly but unambiguously, that it
would be the policy of the United States to maintain 'military strengths
beyond challenge'.a7 Second, it formally endorsed pre-emptive and indeed
preventive military action as US policy'

The move to the UN was rightly seen as a significant intemal triumph
for the Secretary of State, Colin Powell. Powell's brief, however, was a tough

one: the process had to deliver a definitive outcome, probably by lanuary/
February 2003 at the latest. This could come about in one of two ways. Iraq
could tum over a new leaf, make a fulsome declaration of its remaining
capabilities in the proscribed areas, clear up all the accumulated ambiguities
about its past capabilities, and cooPerate energetically with inspectors to
bring the process to a speedy conclusion. This was considered improbable,
to put it mildly. The second option was to require a rigorous new inspection
regime with unambiguous yardsticks for compliance and short, inflexible
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deadlines. The expectation was that Iraq would either refuse such
inspections or again resort to impeding the inspectors in order to avoid
being caught red-handed. Either eventuality had to be accepted as a casus
belli, that is, a trigger for collective military action to bring lraq into full and
permanent compliance.

Accordingly, Powell identified three elements of a new resolution as
non-negotiable: a clear statement that Iraq had been and remained in material
breach of its obligations; an inspection regime devoid of any restrictions or
scope for Iraq to impede the process; and a clear statement on the
consequences of any non-compliance, ideally the UN code-phrase for
military actiory the use of 'all necessary rneans'.

France and Russia, with clear if often discreet support from China, had
a different agenda. They did not dispute that Iraq was in material breach of
its obligations to the UN. But they did not share the other judgements that
drove the US to demand an urgent and comprehensive solution, namely,
that Iraq was again expanding its WMD capacities signilicantly, and that
the risk that it could transfer these weapons to groups like al Qaeda was
now (post September 11) unacceptable.

These distinct perspectives on the scale and urgency of the threat posed
by Iraq naturally shaped attitudes on the efficacy of inspections. The US
and the UK were of the view that there was no doubt whatsoever that Iraq
possessed chemical and biological weapons and was again trying to get
nuclear weapons. They did not qualify this intelligence picture in any way.
It was certain. This position had important connotations. Iior one, anything
less than a full confession of these capacities by Iraq would be seen, in and
of itself, as a material breach. For another, new inspections in the absence of
a full confession could only have two possible outcomes: the inspectors
might stumble across the odd'smoking gun' or, more probably, Iraq would
succeed in deceiving them and they would find nothing. For the US and
UK either outcome would confirm the obsessive determination of the Iraqi
regime to acquire WMD and beg the question of what to do about it. France
and the others, in contrast, were more inclined to the view that no Iraqi
break-out on WMD was in prospect and that renewed inspections would
provide significant additional assurance that Baghdad was effectively
contained and deterred in this respect.

In short, the US (and to a lesser extent the UK) were in a hurry and the
other three permanent members of the Security Council were not. Further,
as noted above, the substance and style of the Bush administration's
worldview, particularly but not exclusively since September 11, had been a
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source of growing resentment and concern. These countries were determined
that Washington would not get Security Council endorsement on the cheap.

It would have to bow to the realities of multilateral diplomacy and
compromise even on its shongest preferences to attract the necessary suPPort.

The negotiation of Resolution L441 was in a sense the first collective

counter-attack by some of the world's leading maior Powers against the

vision of the world's hyperpower on the govemance of global affairs. These

were high stakes. Moreover, France and the others were fully aware that,
while they derived power from the Security Council, it was the United States

that invested the Council with real Power. The challenge, in other words,
was to reassert the centrality of the Security Council on matters of
international peace and security but to do so without Provoking Washington

into abandoning the council and confirming as the new reality its
preparedness to proceed unilaterally or with ndlrcc coalitrons of the willing.

Accordingly, France and its partners pursued a two-resolution strategy.
The first would define the new inspection regime while the second, if needed,

would address the issue of what to do about non-compliance. The critical

objective was to establish that any decision to use force against Iraq was the

exclusive prerogative of the Security Council'

At an early stage, the United states ruled out any explicit commitment to

a second resolution, increasing the load that the first one had to carry.
Washington pressed for sharply defined criteria for compliance that Baghdad

would have to meet or be declared, for the last time, to be in'material breach'

of its obligations, leaving disarmament by force as the final option. France

and Russia were equally determined that the resolution would not Sive
Washington the opportunity to resort to force and claim Security Council
endorsement.

This set the stage for protracted negotiations. The two sides did move
closer together, displaying a great deal of ingenuity in devising compromise
language. The unanimous vote on 8 Novembet 2002 was a considerable
hiumph and represented something of a truce in the battle of wills over lraq
that at that point had been running almost exactly 12 months.

The unanimity came at a significant price, however. For example, there

was no deadline for the inspection process. Most crucially, perhaps, was

that, by resorting to creative ambiguity where genuine consensus proved
out of reach, Resolution 1441 did not link the US military build-up to the

inspection process. Iraq's renewed interest in engaging the UN including
on inspectors, had developed grudgrngly over the preceding months and

there can be little doubt that US pressure, particularly its military build-up
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in the Gulf, was responsible. This was later acknowledged by the UN
Secretary{eneral, Kofi Annan, and eventually even by president Chirac.
There is little evidence, however, that this reality shaped the thinking that
went into Resolution 1441. To all intents and purposes, the build,up of US
forces and the envisaged inspection process remained separate tracks.

American statements after the resolution was adopted, including by
President Bush, stressed that it in no way jeopardised the right of the united
states to use force if Iraq fell short of full compliance and the security Council
could not agree to take collective action. This posture underscored the view
that, despite the efforts of France and Russia, Washington considered that
the resolution and earlier resolutions provided adequate legal justification
for the use of force. Resolution 1.441 required that the us participate in at
least one further meeting of the security council to consider any evidence of
non-compliance but it did not state that the use of force required a further
decision by the Council.

Although Resolution 1441 fell well short of a common strategy on the
way forward, it appears that Colin Powell was confident that private
understandings reached in the course of the negotiations would deliver the
necessary solidarity as events unfolded. It can be surmised that such private
understandings concerned agreement that Iraq would have to display a
completely different political aftitude toward inspections that in the past.
Any tendency for the inspections to degenerate into the former pattem of a
detective process, or finding what Iraq could not hide, would not be tolerated.
When Powell concluded, in late |anuary 2003, that his confidence had been
misplaced, he sought to put on record - in a speech to the economic forum in
Davos for example4 - the fact that other members of the Security Council
knew and accepted the standards of compliance that the US would insist
on. Similarly, in March, information given to the Near York Times indicated
that the French, in particular, had reneged on understandings relied on by
Powell. This report claimed that, in the initial discussions on Resolution
L441 during September 2002, Powell had said of the French proposal to go
for two resolutions: 'Don't vote for the first unless you intend to vote for the
second'. His French counterpart, de Villepin, reportedly indicated that he
understood this would be part of the bargain.ae

The negotiation of Resolution 1441 revealed beyond doubt that France
(and its partners) simply no longer trusted Washington. Despite repeated
US assurances, France and Russia repeatedly delayed the negotiations to
scour the draft language for subtleties that clever US lawyers might later
contend authorised the use of force. Such distrust would have been a novel
experience for Washington, but it was a barometer of the already deep
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divisions the Iraq issue had created among the world's leading Powers. For

Washington, however, the bottom-line was important. The administration's
priority issue, dealing decisively with Iraq, was noq inscribed
unambiguously at the top of the agenda of the Security Council. President

Bush congratulated Powell warmly, which was another novel aspect of
Resolution 1441.

Implementing Resolution 1t141

Resolution 1441 provided for just two clear milestones. Firstly, on or

before 8 December 2}}2,baqhad to provide a comprehensive declaration of
any holdings and production capacities relating to proscribed weapons -

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, and ballistic missiles with a
range in excess of 150 km. Secondly, 60 days after the inspections began,

the two leaders of the inspection effort were to present their first
comprehensive report (and the only such report specified in Resolution
1H1) on lraq's compliance to the Security Council. The inspections began

on 27 November 2cfJ/2, so this repott, anticipated to be a likely watershed,

was scheduled to be delivered on 27 ]anuary 2003.

The first step, however, was to see whether Iraq would accePt or reject

new inspections. Rejection was no longer considered a serious possibility,
not leasibecause Iraq was aware that it would have left the Security Council
with nowhere to go other than to authorise disarmament by force. ln any

case, Iraq had been saying for some time that it had no proscribed weaPons

and therefore had nothing to hide. Still, the Iraqi parliament, an occasional

body, voted on 12 November to reiect the LIN demand, but acknowledged
that the final decision rested with the President. The next day, Iraq's
representative to the UN delivered a letter to Kofi Annan accepting the new

inspection regime.

The fragility of the compromise on Resolution Lrt4L became apparent
even in the lead-up to Iraq's declaration. The potential for a direct clash

seemed clear. A declaration confirming lraq's claim that it was 'clean'
would confront the US/UK position that there was 'no doubt' that Iraq
possessed proscribed weaPons, especially chemical and biological
weapons. Some recalled the Cuban missile crisis of 1952 when satellite and

aeriil photographs dramatically exposed Soviet denials that it had deployed
nucleir-capable missiles in Cuba.5o The US signalled discreetly that no

similar moment was in prospect. US officials said off-the-record that the

intelligence picture did not lend itself to catching Iraq out in this way.
Moreover, as the Russians emphasised, Resolution 1141 specified that it
was up to the inspectors to report violations, whether omissions in the
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declaration or impeding the work of the inspectors. Moreover, the resolution
appeared to provide that both transgressions had to be confinned by the
inspectors before the security Council could consider whether to declare
Iraq 'in material breach' of the resolution.

Iraq submitted its declaration - a massive 12,000 page dossier - on7
December. The first informal reactions appeared within L0 days, with British
officials speaking of being "disappointed" and of Iraq "missing an
important opportunity".sl On 17 December, Colin Powell said that "there
are problems with the declaration" and the following day the White House
spokesman said the "President is concerned about omissions in the
declaration..."s2 The French too, through officials at their UN missiory quietly
acknowledged'grey areas and gaps'.t, At the same time, there were discreet
signals that Washington did not intend to use this opportunity to bring the
matter to a head.

The official US reaction was conveyed by Colin Powell on L9 December.
Powell did not mince words. The declaration, he declared, "totally fails to
meet the resolution's requirements" and that its shortcomings amounted to
"material omissions that in our view constitute another material breach".
As foreshadowed, however, and despite electing to use the loaded term,
'material breach', Powell stopped short of an attempt to trigger'serious
consequences'. I'{e declared simply that "Iraq is well on the way to losing
(its) last chance".l

It is unlikely that Washington held out any real hope that Baghdad
would take a different course. The outcome on the declaration would simply
have confirmed its expectation that Iraq intended, agarn, to draw out the
inspection process and see how the tensions within the Security Council
played out. Powell indicated clearly - perhaps as much to the French and
the Russians as to the Iraqis - that Washington was wise to this game and
did not intend to play it.

Over the next few weeks, the fact that Resolution L441 had not connected
the UN process with the US military build-up became steadily clearer.
Having got past a declaration that no state was prepared to take at face
value, the focus at the United Nations shifted to Iraq's cooperation with the
inspectors and to political rnanoeuvring on how the process should play
itself out (absent, of course, the discovery of a 'smoking gun). All the key
players other than the US pushed the line, more or less discreetly, that the
inspection process had to be given a decent chance, that27 January should
not be viewed as a deadline, and that even in the event of clear non-
compliance, obtaining the UN's legal endorsement for military action would
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require a second resolution. This included the UK. Not only did London
make clear its strong preference for a second resolution, it also allowed its
officials to signal that an inspection process lasting through the northern
sufiuner was preferable to forcing the issue and putting a second resolution
at risk.55

This approach of requiring proof of Iraqi guilt and being prepared to
wait for the inspectors to deliver it grated against a distinct American
perspective. For Washington, the issue was not proving lraq's guilt but the

opportunity Iraq had been given to prove its innocence. Inspections could
be (and had been) interminable. Proof of innocence, on the other hand,

could be provided and confirmed quickly, if lraq elected to do so. Powell

was clearly alert to the risk that the inspections would become a'comfort
zone' for the majority of Council members who simply did not see in Iraq the

critical and urgent threat perceived in Washington and who, for this reason/

worried more about the potential for the fallout from military action to be

extremely damaging.

Signals from the inspectors were ambiguous. ln an interim report to the

Security Council on 9 |anuary, Hans Blix endorsed the view that lraq's
declaration was 'practically devoid of new evidence', but expressed the
hope that it might still come. He also reported some niggles on Iraqi
compliance, particularly on identifying scientists involved in wMD-relatecl
work and on the modalities for interviewing them. But he could report no

smoking gun. Washington and London undertook to provide better
intelligence to the inspectors. washington, in particular, began to look
seriously at the release of even sensitive intelligence and to weigh the relative
benefits of providing it to inspectors or'saving' it for a decisive presentation
to the Security Council after the inspectors had delivered their main report
on 27 |anuary.tr

The backdrop to these UN manoeuvres remained determined US

preparations for military action - more forces, continued negotiations on
basing and over-flight rights, and discussions with neighbouring states on
a variety of issues that could influence any invasion of lraq.

On 24 Decernber 2002, the Army's 3'd Division was ordered to deploy to

Kuwait. This was the largest ground force deployment to the Gulf since

19X).s7 A week later, it was revealed that the US battle staff for a campaign
against Iraq was moving from the Headquarters of Central Command in
Florida to Qatar.$ US officials visited Israel, presumably to urge restraint in
the event of any lraqi strike; Turkey to allay its concerns about Iraqi Kurds
exploiting an invasion in ways harmful to Turkish interests, and to encourage
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early agreement allowing US forces to open a northern front in Iraq; and
even Iran to discourage any freelance support for the Shia rnuslims in
Southern lraq^ US thinking on the post-war administration of Iraq also
appeared in the press, and in some detail.se The one significant glitch in
these military preparations concerned Turkey. By early fanuary, US concerns
that its confidence in Turkish cooperation may have been seriously
misplaced found their way into the press.o

It might be said of the period following the adoption of Resolution 1441
that the Iraq issue was being addressed by the UN, with American military
pressure providing essential support. By late January, however, it was
abundantly clear that the order had been reversed. The US military build-
up was the dominant reality. lt was no longer even a question of Iriq being
driven down the 'path of peace' through the threat of war, but of the UN
process left cramped between the US and Iraq and trying to avert a seerningly
inevitable conflict.

20 january 2003: The slide to war steepens

In Baghdad on 20 january, Hans Blix secured the agreement of lraqi
officials to try to provide additional evidence supporting the claim that all
WMD capability had been eliminated, and to encourage their scientists to
speak to inspectors privately, without the presence of an Iraqi official. Blix
had no choice but to describe these gestures as positive and promising, and
he did so. To the French camp, similarly, such developments confirmed
that the inspection process was bearing fruit. To the US, in contrast, it only
confirmed that the process was slipping back into the former pattern of
passive Iraqi cooperation broken by occasional gestures to defuse
accumulated frustration or to get past some pressure point, in this case the
formal report to the Security Council on 27 lanuary.

The Security Council also met on 20 |anuary. The official agenda of this
meeting was the campaign against international terrorism, but all the
discussion was about lraq. 'Ihis discussion, and subsequent public remarks
by all the key players, shattered the tenuous consensus embodiec{ in
Resolution L441.

It appears that France, Russia, China and Germany wanted to use this
opportunity to dispel any inclination or expectation in Washington to use
the inspectors' report on 27 fanuary as a trigger to seek a judgement of lraqi
compliance and a decision on'serious consequences'. Colin Powell felt
that he had been ambushed, and indeed he had been. He had come to New
York reluctantly, believing that the Council meeting on terrorism could be
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handled by his Ambassador to the UN, but apparently persuaded by advice

that all his principal counterParts would attend.

The message from France and the others was that, absent a 'smoking
gun', the only course that these countries would support was continued
inspections. The message, in other words, was that, irrespective of the content
and tone of the 27 lanuary rePort, these countries would oPPose any
consideration of 'serious consequences'. Indeed, the thrust of the message,

in the words of China's Foreign Minister, was that lhe 27 |anuary report
should be viewed as'a new beginning' for a sustained inspection process.6l

ln the Council, Powell endeavoured to recall what he considered to be

clear understandings on the thrust of Resolution 11141. It was not a matter
of demanding that Iraq again accept inspections and run the renewed risk
of being caught red-handed. It was a matter of giving Iraq a'final opportunity'
to dispiay its political determination to demonstrate that it was either already
in full compliance or was prepared to come into full compliance with its
obligations to the UN. As we have seen, Powell was confident that Council
members fully understood that Resolution 1441 raised the bar significantly,
and that an Iraqi decision to jump over it was doubtful, to say the least. But
he also felt that he had been given assurances, particularly by the French,

that the Council would be resolute in enforcing its decisions.62

France, Russia, China - all members with the power of veto - plus Germany
were now telling him bluntly that they would not support any move in the

foreseeable future to seek a decision in the Council on lraq's compliance
against any subjective interpretation of the resolution. Until such time as

the inspectors reported a significant and unambiSuous material breach in
the terms set out in the resolution, the inspection Process should be allowed

to proceed. Even the Blair govemment, Washington's staunchest supporter,
but one that wanted and needed clear UN authorisation for the use of force,

tried to find the middle ground: give the inspectors 'time and space', but
donlt signal to the Iraqi regime that stringing the inspections along might
give them a way out.

The French Foreign Minister, de Villepiru put the issue beyond doubt by
briefing the media on what had just transpired in the Security Council:

"If wat is the only way to resolve this problem, we are

going down a dead end.

Already we know for a fact that Iraq's weaPons of mass

destruction prograrns are being largely blocked, even

frozen. We must do everything to strengthen this process
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(and not) rnove forward out of impatience over a solution
in Iraq to move towart{s military intervention.

We believe that today nothing justifies envisaging military action."63

The issue, clearly, was not one of differing judgements on whether Iraq
had seized the'final opportunity': cle Villepin said plainly that Iraq had the
weapons it declared nofto harre. The issue app"*"d to be the same one that
had bedevilled the negotiation of Resolution 1441, the suspicion that
washin$on was not genuinely interested in the uN process as an alternative
to military action but only as a means of securing intemational endorsement
for such action. France and its partners appear to have concluded that their
suspicions had been well-founcied and resolved to stand in the way. In a
telling coincidence, the Pentagon announced on 20 fanuary a new post-
1991 record deployment of personnel to the Gulf, some 32000 including the
4'h Infantry Division.

Colin Powell probably appreciated better than anyone the full
significance of what transpired on 20 fanuary. His contention within the
administration that working through the uN would at least deliver stronger
legitimation of disarmament by force and probably yield a broader military
coalition to do so was now in tatters. The Pentagon would be back in the
driver's seat. He probably knew at this point that unless the inspectors, or
US intelligence, could deliver a'smoking gun', the United States would go
to war with Iraq without specific security Council authorisation and with
just two military partners at best.

In the following days, the division hardened as leaders - Bush, Chirac
and Schrcider in particular - confirmed the positions taken by Foreign
Ministers in New York.n Bush signalled his impatience in the colloquial
language that has becorne his trademark: "This looks like the rerun of a bad
movie and I'm not interested in watching.",,s Colin Powell, similarly,
hardened his rhetoric, stating flatly that "inspections will not work" and
perhaps warning France and its partners that his leverage in Washington
(and perhaps his inclination to use it) to secure more time for the inspectors
was now much diminished.6

Washington could not allow this French-led challenge to its capacity to
attract or compel support to go unanswered. It may not have wanted or
needed another resolution specifically authorising the use of force, but it
could not accept being told by these states that it could not have such a
resolution. There was also the fact that, at the time, the coalitionwas believed
to be at least a month, if not two months, away from completing its military
preparations. The American public, too, remained determinedly
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multilateralist, with polls showing that supPort for military action against

lraq was still strongly dependent on doing so with uN backing. And finally,
while the US did not need additional military allies, and formal Security
Council approval was desirable but not compulsory, international support
for the pbrt--ar stabilisation and reconstruction of Iraq remained a

compelling interest,

For all these reasons, the diplomatic process did indeed continue for
almost another two months. There was to be no mending of fences or building
of bridges, however. The military build-up transitioned ever more starkly
from a means to put political pressure on Baghdad to gefting to full readiness

for an invasion. Diplomacy was increasingly over-shadowed but also an

increasingly bitter process that would badly damage nearly every maior

bilateral relationship in the world, as well as some of the institutions deemed

fundamental to global order.

What drove the French?

It is appropriate to digress briefly and consider what drove the French to

press their misgivings on the management of the Iraq issue to the point of a

very serious, possibly irreparable, breach in relations with the united states.
public opinion was certainly an important contributing factor. French polls

showing 76% opposition to war provided a compelling reason, with not
dissimilar results in the US providing additional comfort.

Clearly, however, there was more to the French position., At a deeper

level, at least two drivers suggest themselves. The first was the connection

between Iraq and the war on terror. Within weeks of September 11,

Washington had become deeply concemed about the possibility of a terrorist

attack with WMD and convinced that Iraq constituted the highest risk of

facilitating such a calamity. The simple fact is that washington did not
succeed - and to an important extent could not succeed - in getting others to

share its suddenly acute concem about Iraq. As one observer has put it,
washington was not able to tie its Iraq strategy in with its al Qaeda strategy.6T

Virtuafy every country that engaged the issue - bar only the UK and

Australia -at some point asked, "What's the rush?", "Why now?" For any

country not persuaded that the threat of Iraq perpetrating or facilitating a

terroriit attaik with WMD was acutely serious, the risks associated with
disarming Iraq by force loomed much larger than they did in Washington.

France *ir rtritt a country. When Washington declared that the risks of
not disarming Iraq soon outweighed the risks of doing so, France disagreed.

We can take it face value the French view that the balance of risk fell on the

other side.
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I'he second driver has to do with the global balance of power and its
irnplications for the authority and workings of the security council. The
relative power of the united states today is essentially without historical
precedent. It has the capacity to address many if not most contingencies
unilaterally or as the leader of ad hoc'coalitions of the willing,. And, under
the Bush adrninistration in particular, both before but even more so since
september 11, the united states has projected this status quite forcefully. In
the French view, Washington also considered that, when necessary (which
it neither expected nor wanted to be very often), it could secure security
Council endorsement for its preferred course of action. France, it would
seem/ experienced a strengthening resolve to deny Washington this
additional fruit of pre-erninence. something as valuable as security Council
endorsement had to be paid for. Countries could certainly strive to move the
majority view in their favour but, at the end of the day, had to accept whatever
course of action that majority view allowecl. Specifically, the uS was critical
to the credibility of the security Council, but that credibility would be
devalued if the us could demand endorsement of its preferred approach by
threatening to go unilaterally.

There was obviously ample scope for these substantive considerations
to be laced by considerations of national pride and grandeur (or, as sotne
would have it, delusions thereof). smaller states like Australia might be
prepared to say, as Prime Minister Howard did on 13 March 2003, that
September 11 had "forever changed the way in which Americans see their
security", and accept this in and of itself as a powerful reason for profound
change in our security paradigm.* Larger actors like France (and Russia
and China) resisted such an accommodation instinctively.

Diplomacy after 20 january: Reaching out while digging in
The battle lines drawn on 20 ]anuary did not preclude re-building a

common position on Iraq. But the odds had lengthened dramaticaliy. To
raise the profile of what it considered to be the essence of Resolution L44'l.",
senior administration officials prepared a series of speeches and articles
characterising what voluntary disarmament should look like and
contrasting this with lraq's approach to the on-going inspections. The
administration signalled that it did not intend to press for a decision on
Iraqi compliance immediately after the inspectors' reports on 27 lanuary,
but made it clear at the same time that the issue was not inspections but
whether it was clear that Iraq wanted to disarm.6e Powell hammered the
same theme in a speech to the world Economic Forum in I)avos, switzerland
on 26 fanuary.
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Both domestic and intemational audiences, including those supportive

of the administration's position, continued to see a gap between the
contention that Iraq was not cooperating and the threat to take military
action, if necessary unilaterally or with a 'coalition of the willing" If the

issue was so urgent, it had to be possible to at least show more clearly that

Iraq was lying and keeping things from the inspectors. It would also be

extremely helpful if Iraq's links to intemational terrorist Sroups could be

effectively demonstrated. ln short, Pressure was mounting on the
administration to put its inteuigence information on the table, and to be a

good deal bolder than it had expected would be necessary when it first
raised the possibility.

Divisions overlraq spill into NATO andthe EU

What the principal players needed most after 20 fanuary was a pause to

take stock and consider where the rush of events was taking them. It was

not to be. The now openly acrimonious standoff on Iraq at the UN was

transported into NATO, with predictable consequences. The US had

foreshadowed in December that, as the possibility of military action against

Iraq became more irnminent, it would be seeking NATO approval for the

usual supportive measures. These included relieving the us temporarily of
its responsibilities for naval security in the Mediterranean and providing
Turkey, as the frontline member of the alliance, with additional defence

capabilities like surveillance aircraft and missile defence batteries.
Wishington made the request of NATO on 17 January and it was considered

at a meeling of officials in Brussels on 22 January. France, Germany, Belgium

and Luxembourg denied the consensus needed for such requests to be

approved. Secretary of Defence Rumsfeld was moved to describe this action

as a minority of states from'old Europe' blocking the will of the majority, a

foolish characterisation that would ricochet poisonously around diplomatic
corridors over the ensuing weeks.

The dilemma the request presented for France and Germany can be

readily appreciated. Having just taken a stance on Iraq in the security
Council ihat raised the political stakes dramatically - declaring for all
practical purposes that they did not trust Washin$on - they would have

been loatli to dilute their message, or to risk having their stance characterisec{

as empty posturing; by agreeing that NATO should PrePare for war with
Iraq. 

-Following 
rejection of the US request, Turkey directly requested

emergency consultations, invoking Article 4 the collective defence provision
of the alliance treaty. This was the first time that a NATO member had
resorted to such a procedure. on 10 February, in what was described as one

of the most acrimonious meetings in NATO's historp the request again
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failed to attract consensus, with France and Germany still insisting that
such a step would prejudice efforts in New York to keep open the possiblllty
of a peaceful solution in lraq.7' Negotiations continued over the following
days, but the impasse persisted. A few days earlier, at the annual
wehrekunde conference in Munich on 8 February, Donald Rumsfeld charged
F1an9e and Germany with leading NATO as well as the UN down the path
of ridicule, drawing equally undiplomatic responses from the French and
German ministers present.n Almost unnoticed in the heat of the debate was
the fact that the political balance in Ankara was tilting away from agreement
to allow us ground forces into Turkey to give the coalition a northern front,
in the event of war against lraq. Indeed, Turkey had not yet approved even
the use of its airspace for new operations relating to Iraq, something that
France and Germany had approved without fuss.

On Sunday 16 February, NATO agreed to provide defensive capabilities
to Turkey in the context of a possible war in neighbouring lraq. To
accomplish this, however, the alliance had to take the issue through its
military channels thereby excluding the French (France withdrew from
NATo's military machinery n1966 but remained a member of the alliance
at the political level).

The political maelstrorn that had developed around the Iraq question,
having already blown into NATO, now found its way into the European
union. on 28 January, EU foreign ministers had struggled in vain to define
a common position on Iraq. In a pre-emptive strike two days later, the
leaders of five EU members (UK ltaly, Spain, Portugal and Denmark) and
three future members (Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic) published
a joint article in dozens of newspapers calling for the EU to unite around a
pro-washington position on lraq. Prepared in complete secrecy, this was
an extraordinarily blunt act of rebellion against France and Germany, the
two states that had driven the evolution of the EU over the past 40 years.
France, in particular, felt deeply wounded. The appearance of Washington
deterrnining the union's conunon foreign and securify policy rankledlnd
Paris reacted vigorously to this challenge to its status and authority. A
divisive debate ensued in the lead-up to an emergency EU summit scheduled
for 1.7 February.

The Union succeeded on 17 February in crafting a statement that
supported swift action to disarm Iraq but, through making no reference to a
deadline and characterising war as a'last resort', still capfured the French-
German drive to strengthen and extencl the inspections.
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2T l anaaty 2fi)3: The Inspectors' Report

The meeting of the Security Council on 27 |anuary to consider the first
full report from the inspectors was somewhat anti-climatic. This, of course,

had bien the intent of the stance taken by France and the others on 20

january. This was despite Hans Blix's assessment being rather more
negative than had been anticipated. Most particularly, Blix asserted that
,Iriq does not appear to have come to a genuine acceptance, even today, of
the disarmamer* which was demanded of it and which it needs to carry out
to win the confidence of the world and to live in peace'. This was surprisingly
close to the US contention that Iraq had passed up the final opportunity, not
simply to let the inspectors back irU but to demonstrate its intention to disarm

voluntarily. On the whole, however, the report was within the boundaries

that had been factored in over the preceding week and which had resulted

in tacit agreement from Washington that using the report to seek an early

judgement on Resolution'l'441' would be counter-productive.

ln his state of the Union speech the following day, 2gJanuary, President

Bush made clear that US resolve to see lraq disarmed, if necessary by a U9
led coalition of the willing, was undiminished. The arguments were familiar,
although the need to act quickly was buttressed by the most emphatic

statemint to that point by the President on lraq's links to international
terrorist groups, namely that the Iraqi regime:

' "aids and protects terrorists, including members of al Qaeda'
Secretly, and without fingerprints, he could provide one of his

hidden weapons to terrorists, or help them develop their own"'

As noted earlier, evidence of such links had Proven to be frustratingly

illusive. The phraseology Bush elected to employ suggested that he wanted

to declare thit there -is a cottnection, but that the available intelligence

would not support characterising that connection as deep and pervasive.

The Presideni did, however, announce officially that Colin Powell would
present declassified intelligence to the Security Council the following week

on Iraq s WMD, its deception of inspectors and its links to terrorist SfouPs.

Giving the Security Council the Intelligence Picture

This was a major commitment, and one not without risk. Expectations

were high, domestically as well as internationally. The administration had

said at ihe highest levels that its intelligence was unequivocal, that there

was ,no doubt' that lraq was hiding and manufacturing chemical and

biological weapons. Given the state of the debate within the security Council,

it wai also cleir that nothing short of a'smoking gunl or something very
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close to it could be expected to shift opinions toward declaring lraq ,in
material breach' of Resolution 1441. But as unnamed US officials had
repeatedly made clear over the preceding year, the intelligence data was
simply not of that nature. The US considered the cumulative weight of
information to be utterly compelling even though no individual piece could
be portrayed as decisive. Indeed, on the issue of lraq's links to international
terrorism, some analysts complained that the evidence could not support
the political weight being placed on it.72 powell also faced two oiher
dilemmas: revealing the technical capabilities of US intelligence assets to
third parties (eg Russia or China) who could take countermeasures and
diminish those assets' effectiveness, and there was some intelligence that
might put at risk the assets inside Iraq providing it.

Powell's presentation to the Security Council on 5 February was
impressive. Knowledgeable <lfficials all over the world were astonished at
how far Washington was prepared to go in revealing its intelligence
capabilities. As foreshadowed, however, the case was suggestive of Iraq's
guilt - in some instances strongly suggestive - but not more than that. One
audience, the US public, appeared to have been persuaded that the
administration had taken a major step forward in its case against Iraq.
There was no abrupt tilt in public opinion but, after a few days, the polls
began to show stronger support for the administrationls position.

The reaction in the Security Council was more muted. The presentation
clearly had an impact. There was widespread agreement that Iraq needed
to lift its game, and quickly, in supporting the work of the inspectors. But, in
the absence of evidence that would have demanded a change of positiory
many Security Council members indicated that they would be looking to the
inspectors to verify US allegations. Some wondered why the US had waited
so long to bring this evidence forward. Others, aware that the US had been
feeding some information to the inspectors, wondered why nothing had yet
been found. On the issue of lraq's links with intemational terrorism, the key
reason for urgent action, Powell's case was soon being questioned publicly.
Earlier complaints from inside the intelligence cornmunity that the
administration was drawing too long a bow from the available intelligence
resurfaced after the presentation. Moreover, foreign govemments, notably
France, as well as members of Congress, also expressed reservations about
any strong connection between Baghdad and al Qaeda.73 The net effect, it
appears/ was that the balance of opinion in the Council was not significantly
changed.
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France and Germany attended Powell's presentation armed with a

proposal to significantly enlarge and intensify the inspection effort. The

proposal put orally at first, accepted that lraq was not disarmingvoluntarily
tut'contended thit a larger and better equipped inspection force could

overwhelm lraq s capacity to deceive and leave it with no way out but to
cooperate on i1s disarmament. The sponsors insisted that the risks
assdciated with the use of force demanded that the inspection option be

given a serious opporhrnity to deliver the desired outcome. If it proved
ft ritl"tt (and no timetable was suggested), it would at least be clear that the

use of force was a last resort.

Discreetly at fust, Washington was scomful of the proposal, but when

the idea refused to go away, its opposition beciune stronger. on L0 February,

the idea appeared in the form of a ioint declaration, with Russia joininq
France und b"r*any as a sponsorTa and, on 12 February, France circulated

a detailed paper on ihe proposal among Security Council members. By this

time, Powellind other senior figures in the administration had openly and

forcefully dismissed the idea as a 'diversion' ftom the central fact that Iraq

was not disarming.Ts

The Second Resolution

As Powell wrestled with his intelligence exposr6 to the security Council

in the early days of February, - and listened to his President talking up the

persuasiveness of the case he would make 76- the issue of a second resolution

ie-surfaced. This development was driven by Tony Blair. At a summit with
Bush on 31. fanuary, broad agreement had been reached to allow inspections

to proceed for another six weeks or so. During this time, Blair would test the

*it"tr with France in particular on what a second resolution might say if,

at the end of the period, the inspectors had reported no significant change

in the character of lraq's cooperation. Washington engaged in some

gamesmanship on the issue, trying to convey the impression that the trend

6f developments - not least the isolation of France and Germany in NATO
and the E-U - naa swung in its favour. Washington took a position of lofty
detachment. A second resolution was not seen as necessary and Washington

had no interest in entering into prolonged negotiations to get one. If other

states saw a second resofution as important (by implication, for some of
them, as a means of dealing themselves back into the game), Washington

would be supportive provided the text stated clearly that Iraqwas'in material

breach' of Resolution 1.441, and foreshadowed imminent 'serious
consequences'.u
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whatever sense the coalition had in early February of a favourable trend
in the political balance in the security Council, and the scope this offered in
seeking a decision on a second resolution immediately after the next report
from the inspectors on 14 February, gadually dissipatecr. The intelligence
presentation, while clearly helpful, had not had a decisive effect. The intense
lobbying of the non-permanent members of the Security Council (by both
camps) produced no bankable conversions by either side. several of these
smaller states resented being pressured to accept the onus of responsibility
for how the Iraq question would play out. They stalled, indicating that the
permanent members simply had to try harder to find common ground.
Reading the tea-leaves on how the inspectors were going began to point
shongly to another mixed bag, that is, a report that confirmed the positions
of both camps. Perhaps most important, howevet was the determination
with which France, Germany and Russia (with China supportive but more
detached) pursued their initiative to make the inspection effort stronger anc{
longer. The moderate confidence in washington that France ancl Russia
could be persuaded to abstain on a second resolution (and that China would
follow their lead) evaporated. Chirac and Putin had associated themselves
closely with the initiative on inspections, and the initiative had been put on
paper and circulated in the security Council. These circurnstances made a
veto a distinct possibility.

The meeting of the Security Council on 14 February confirmed
emphatically that the coalition had lost ground. Blix's report was
scrupulously factual. lraq's behaviour still fell glaringly short of voluntary
disarmament, but no wMD had been found and there were some indications
that cooperation would improve. The majority of Council members were
ready with their assessments: there was still hope that the inspections would
bear fruit and no compelling reason to terminate them at iome arbitrary
date. This confirmed for the coalition that, even setting aside the states with
the power of veto, getting the nine votes needed to pass a resolution was not
assured. Beyoncl these hard underlying facts, the atmospherics of the
session also went very badly for the coalition. The enthusiastic applause
for the French statement on the primary in the United Nations of resolving
conflicts peacefully - a breach of protocol virtually without precedent -
contrasted sharply with the stony silence that greeted US statements on the
importance of enforcing security Council decisions. This adverse climate
turnecl even darker on the following day, Saturday L5 February, when
internationally-coordinated protests against war drew an extraordinary 6
million people into the streets of countries around the world. In most of
these countries, nothing like it had been seen since the Vietnam era.
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Coalition plans to table a second resolution were deferred, but
Washington continued to signal that the window for diplomacy could not
be left open indefinitely. on 17 February, Condoleezza Rice said that it was

now a matter of 'weeks, not months', and reaffirmed that Washington was

ready to use force without UN support.Ts

Washington now faced some formidable, and conflicting, Pressures.
Coalition forces were close to full-strength and readiness and, despite

Pentagon claims to the contrary, holding them in this state for any length of
time fiad httle appeal. The only really compelling military reason for
significant dehy *as the lingering hope that Turkey would ap_prove the

dJployment of ihe 4t' Infantry Division to lraq's northern border, a task

expected to take 30-45 days. The administration was also getting stronS

signals from its fuab parbrers to get on with it because they were concerned

a6out the increasingly heated political environment in the Muslim world.
on the other hand, the administration was cognisant of the real value of a
second resolution. Its principal ally, the UK, needed one; and many'silent'
members of the'coalitibn of the willing' indicated that they could not'come
out' without the cover of a second resolution. Washington's own interests

were also strong, for both concfete and subjective reasons. A second

resolution would help ensure broad participation in the Post-war
stabilisation and reconstruction of lraq. Washington also had to consider
how its inability to attact key partners to its highest priority objective would
affect that most invaluable of assets - an aura of irresistibility.

The administration spent a few days assessing its options. There was

some exploration of the icope for requiring Iraq to address certain specific

disarmament'tasks' in a defined timeframe to bridge the gap with the French.

These discussions appear to have run into the sand. All the other indications
pointed to a hardening of positions. France and Germany remained adamant

ihut thur" were no grounds to abandon inspections in favour of the use of
force. Russia and China were of the same view, something that was

confirmed in discussions between |iang Zemin and Putin on 19 February.n

Washington took the final plunge toward a second resolution on Sunday

23 February. Colin Powell announced that a draft resolution would be

tabled in the security Council'this week' and that the sponsors would seek

a decision on it shortly after the inspectors reported to the Council on 7
March.m The us, uK and spain duly tabled the draft resolution in New
York the following day. The draft was short and crafted to make it as easy

as possible to support (or as difficult as possible to oppose) but also to give

the sponsors adequate grounds to say of any military action that it was

sanctioned by the Security Council. The administration also foreshadowed
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an intense lobbying campaign, led by the President. Moreover, this campaign
would not consist of new evidence of Iraqi non-compliance or of commbrcial
inducements. The campaign strategy was to ensure everyone understood
that this was not yet another round of diplomacy, but rather the final round,
and that they had to make a choice. In the words of a well-placed senior
official who requested anonymity:

"We have no tricks left in our bag. We've made our case as
cogently and as comprehensively as possible. If there's any
hick left, it's merely to convince thern that there is no other

altemative for us. We've made up our mind. Now it's a matter
of which side you want to be on - with the US and part of the
solution or part of the people obstructing resolution of this problem.,,s1

France and Germany (with the support of Russia and China) were ready
for this development, but not with a compromise proposal. In a
memorandum circulated to the Security Council on the same day as the
draft second resolution - 24 February - they reiterated their position-that the
inspections were not being impeded, had already produced results and
that'so far, the conditions for using force against Iraq are not fulfilled,. The
memorandum went on, however, to propose that the inspectors should make
interim reports to the security Council every three weeks and their next full
report on 1 July. This new timeframe was wildly beyond anything discussed
to that point. It made it very clear that there were two diametrically opposed
proposals before the Security Council on the way forward on Iraq.

T'he two camps re-doubled their efforts, with Washington pointedly
declaring that the President was in charge of the campaign. The United
states had stayed somewhat aloof from the second resolution, but was now
committed. Equally, France had re-affirmed its commitment to stop the
resolution through lobbying the uncomrnitted members of the security
Council and, if necessary, through use of the veto.

Washingtonneeded nine votes but had only four, its own plus UI( Spain
and Bulgaria. six countries were committed to extending the inspections:
France, Russia, China, Germany, Pakistan and Syria. The five uncommitted
states - Cameroory Chile, Angola, Mexico and Guinea - found themselves
being courted as never before. washington also concentrated on Russia. If
Russia could be persuaded to switch (or, at least, abstain), France and China
would be left in the minority among the Permanent Five. And if China
abstained - which history suggested it would - France would be isolated.
A resolution that went down only because of a French veto seemed to be
regarded in Washington and London as a moral victory and a step that
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would enhance the perception of acting with UN endorsement. On the

other hand, a resolution that did not secure nine votes was seen as worse
than nothing. The prevailing legal judgement in Washington ancl London
was that exiiting resolutions on Iraq provided adequate support for military
intervention. A resolution that failed to secure the necessary majority would
diminish the force of the case already available to the coalition. Indeed,

much legal opinion went further. As military action could not be

characterised as pre-emptive (a response to an imminent threat from lraq),
but was in fact preventive (preventing Iraq from becoming a threat in the
future), going against the expressed wish of the Security Council would put
the coalition in a perilous legal position.

Russia, however, held firm, indicating that it would be likely to veto any

resolution that, directly or indirectly, led to the use of force. The likelihood
of a French and/or Russia veto also gave the smaller undeclared states

more breathing space. [f the resolution was going to fail anyway, they felt
less pressure to make a commitment. Cameroon showed some signs of
inclining towards the US but, on the whole, the numbers were simply not

falling washin$on's way. To make matters worse, on 1 March, the Turkish

Parliamentvoted to reiect the deployment of US troops. This was a stunning

setback. A northem front was undoubtedly a very important aspect of the

war plan. Through parking the ships carrying the 4ft Division's heavy
equipment in Turkish waters, Washington had signalled not just the
importance of the northem front, but also its confidence in Turkey's suPPort.

The Turkish Parliament therefore delivered a major blow to the belief that,

when Washington decided it real$ wanted a particular outcome, it could

get its way. securing nine votes in the security Council looked even more

doubtful and the option of withdrawing the resolution began to be taken
more seriously, at least at the level of officials.82

Other events continued to put further beyond doubt that Washington
was committed to the use of force. On 25 February, President Bush said in a
speech in washington that'a new regime in Iraq would serve as a dramatic
and inspiring example of freedom for other nations in the region'-e This
put the official seal on a thesis that had been brewing in some conservative
think-tanks since mid 2002. This thesis dismissed as conventional, narrow
thinking, the contention that regime change by force in Iraq would further
radicalise Arab states and intensify intemational terrorism. The window
into a grander thesis was the fact that several of the hiiackers on September

1.L were frorn well-to-do families, had good eductions and were well-
travelled. Their fanaticism could not be sourced to Poverty and ignorance

but seemed to have different roots, namely profound frustration and despair
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with the comprehensive decline of the Muslim world relative to the other
major civilisations. The solutiory therefore, lay in engineering a process of
democratisation and development in the Muslim world, with Iraq kicking
off a clomino process.

Friday 28 February was significant for a number of reasons. The
inspectors delivered another report to the security council that confirmed
the positions of both camps. The troops of the 101" Airborne Division - the
Iast major element of the US ground force - began to leave the US to marry
up with their equipment already in Kuwait. More significantly, the l4/hite
House spokesman Ari Fleischer pointedly announced that President Bush
wanted nothing less than complete disarmament and the departure of
Saddarn Hussein. Regirne change, which had been little spoken of while
the administration pursued the option of disarmament through the UN,
was back on the agenda.e This was an important signal because regime
change was not an objective that could be achieved through inspections.
Also of note was Bush's speech on 26 February and his weekly radio address,
where he spoke as if an attack were a foregone conclusion, outlining the
plans to establish lraq's new government.s

The UK continued its struggle to create room for compromise between
Washington's resolve to use force and the opposition's determination to
deny it any form of UN sanction. The Frenctr, Russian and German Foreign
Minister collectively reaffirmed this position on 5 March, followed two days
later by China (although, unlike France and Russia, China did not signal
that it might use its veto power).e

On 6 March, the UK proposed amending the draft second resolution to
give Iraq up to a week after the resolution passed to prove that it wanted to
disarm. In contradiction to Washington, the UK still insisted that the regime
could save itself by disarming. Others proposed extending such an
amendment to speci-fy the tasks that would constitute proof of a willingness
to disarm, an idea that Powell had already described as pointless.sT

The inspectors weighed in on 7 March with reports that appeared to
push cautiously in favour of extended but finite inspections. Blix risked the
judgement that disarmament could be achieved, not in years or weeks, but
in months. FIis counterpart on the nuclear front, El Baradei, was even bolder:
that no evidence, or indication of evidence, had been found that lraq had
reconstituted a nuclear weapon program. El Baradei even suggested that a
key piece of coalition evidence - documents purporting to show imports of
uranium from Niger - did not appear to be authentic.E8 This rather significant
conclusion was lost in the background noise.Ee
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From this point orL the diplomatic effort lost what little rhythm it still
had. A number of countries tried their hand at finding the magic combination

of some additional time for inspections, deadlines and specific disarmament

tasks that might attract consensus. The three sponsors of the resolution -
US, UK and Spain - proposed that the resolution specify 17 March as the

deadline for disarmarnent, a proposition promptly quashed by the French

President.m On Ll" March, Washington and London signalled flexibility on
the deadline, but not the 45 days being spoken of by some. France responded
positively to this signal, but reiterated that the resolution could not sanction

iorce if lraq failed to meet the deadline. That would have to be taken up in a
further resolution.el

On 12 March, Britain proposed that the resolution be amended to provide
for a deadline and five specific tasks that Iraq would have to fulfil. This was

put forward while Washington was still reconsidering its earlier opposition

io defining what lraq had to do. Further, Britain was inclined to specify L7

April as the deadline - a date apparently suggested by the six undecided
members of the security Council - but, in a possibly coordinated move/

washington insisted that 21 March was its bottom line.e2 The amendments

in circulation also included a coalition proposal to address the obiection to

this second resolution'automatically' authorising the use of force. To finesse

this point, the coalition proposed that the resolution automatically authorise
the end of inspections and the use of force unless a Council maiority agreed

that Iraq had fully complied with the tasks set.s

The diplomatic process collapsed on Friday 14 March. Chile - one of the

undecided members of the Security Council - made the final proposal for a
21 day deadline, with 5 benchmarks or tasks for Iraq's compliance and

then, as necessary, a further Council decision on the use of force. The white
House spokesman dismissed this within hours, pointing out that the
President had already stated that the deadline - presumably 21 March -
would not be extended.q He did not comment on the other major difficulty
for the US, namely the requirement to go back to the Council a third time for
authorisation to use force.

Alonely Summit

The three major sponsors retired to a summit meeting in the Azores on

sunday 16 March to consider their options. The outcome was emphatic: the

coalition would invade Iraq with or without a second resolution and that

the Security Council would have one additional day - Monday 17 March -
to consider that resolution. President Bush, who had earlier vowed to Press
for a vote - for everyone to'show their cards', as he put it - regardless of the
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outcome/ now indicated that the certainty of a French veto made withdrawal
of the resolution a clistinct possibility.

President Chirac in fact responded to the summit declaration with a
concession. He would consider an extension of the inspections by as little
as 30 days, if that timeframe was considered viable by the inspectors. But he
did not offer any opening on his other demand that the resolution not lead
automatically to the use of force. Vice-President Cheney rejected the idea.es

Monday 17 March was somewhat anti-climatic. There were no last
minute dramas. France got in the first word, with its Foreign Minister
declaring in a breakfast-hour interview that France could not accept a
resolution that'sets an ultimatum and envisages an automatic use of force.'%
France even scheduled talks in the Security Council for the following day to
discuss a'realistic' tin-retable for disarmament.

The resolution was withdrawn before lunch, with the US Ambassador
noting that'in the face of an explicit threat to veto, the vote counting became
a secondary consideration'.e7 It was clear, however, that the resolution
would not have attracted the necessary majority for even a moral victory.

That evening, President Bush announced that "saddam Hussein and
his sons must leave lraq within 48 hours. Their refusal to do so will result
in military conJlict commenced at a time of our own choosing". The 48
hours were also necessary to permit the UN inspectors and other foreign
nationals to leave Iraq. To make the diplomatic fiasco complete, Spain - one
of the co-sponsors of the second resolution - announced on the first day of
the ultimatum that no Spanish forces would participate in the conflict.es

The ultimatum expired at 8.00pm Washington time on 1.9 March,
although Saddarn had technically brought it to an end earlier by making
clear that he would not leave. President Bush announced the onset of
hostilities later that evening.s



PART II
AUSTRALIA'S ROAD TO WAR

Since coming to power in March 1.996, the coalition government has
moved Australia significantly closer to the US. In doing so, the government
was acting on its assessment that its predecessors had pursued an 'Asia-
only' foreign policy and had allowed relations with the US, especially the

security relationship, to drift.

Early support to include lraq in the w:u on terror

Even so, Australia's support for the drive to regard lraq as a prime target
in the war on terror, alongside the Taliban and al Qaeda, was remarkably
strong and unqualified. Australia aligned itself quickly with the most
conservative faction in the Bush administration, and maintained this
position longer than any other country. It did so, however, largely by clefault,

by not saying much at all, rather than by declaring and justifying its position.

A month after September 11, Prime Minister Howard characterised the

objectives of the war on terror in the following terms:

"The capture and bringing to iustice of bin Laden and all
those responsible for the terrorist attacks on the US, and also

the broader extermination of people who would launch terror
aftacks on other people around the world."lm

This was a broad characterisation of the objective, broader, arguably,
than the objective set by President Bush in his speech to the congress on 20

September 2001, namely, terrorist grouPs of 'global reach'.

As far as considered government statements are concerned, this was

about it for the next six or seven months. There was no reaction to President

Bush's remarks on 26 November 2001, expanding the obiectives of the war
to include states, specifically lraq, that developed WMD with which to
terrorise the world, a position he extended in fanuary 2002 to include Iran
and North Korea (the "axis of evil"). The govemment did not commit itself
on whether evidence of Iraqi involvement in September 11 was important.
Nor did it address the issues of the impact an extension of the war to include
Iraq might have on the campaign against international terrorism or the
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implications of the spiralling Israeli-Palestinian conflict for both these
objectives. All these issues were attracting a great deal of attention in the US
and shaping the views of many in the international coalition.

Prime Minister Howard, however, had laid down a couple of early, and
telling, rnarkers. In New York on L0 February he said of Bush's
characterisation of lraq, Iran and North Korea as an 'axis of evil' that he
'fully understood' the language the President had used'and why he used
it'.101 A month later, in London, Howard said that any request to join the US
in a campaign to disarm Iraq would be considered on its merits, against the
background of 'our determination to stand with the Americans in the fight
against terrorism and the long and close relationship that exists between
our two countlies/.l02 A week later, Defence Minister Hill said that, while
there was no evidence of Iraqi involvement in September 11, Australia, like
the US, regarded lraq's WMD as a "major concem" that it wanted to see
reduced and ultimately removed.lm As late as May 2002, the Foreign Minister
could deliver a rnajor address on Australia's foreign policy without
mentioning Iraq or its relationship to the war on terror.l@

It is important to put the Prime Minister's remarks in March in context.
An intemational coalition had formed after the attacks of September 11 to
wage war against intemational terrorism. Taking pre-emptive action was
widely accepted as legitimate given the nature of the enemy. Similarly, in
the context of an on-going war, pre-emption is a valued tactic (usually called
'initiative'). But the only manifestation of the enemy fully agreed to by the
intemational coalition was al Qaeda. The Bush administration had taken
the view that the Iraqi regime was broadly comparable to the Taliban and
was dernanding that the international coalition (not the United Nations)
regard lraq as its next objective. This was arguably the fundamental source
of the split within the intemational coalition. Prime Minister Floward was
effectively saying in March 2002 that he had no difficulty with Washington's
view.

In April 2002, the opposition released a carefully worded statement on
the criteria against which it woulcl assess any Australian involvement in a
war to change the Iraqi regime and eliminate its WMD. This statement
echoed the themes of the international debate, and the positions of a number
of prominent allies. The statement by no lneans precluded Australia's
participatiory but it was marred by a conflation of issues that should have
been clearly separate: whether Australia should join such a carnpaign, and
the size/nature of the force that it would contribute. By suggesting that
Australia's contribution w<luld have to be minimal in any event, the
statement implied that it could say "yes" very softly.

+I
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The govemment criticised the statement strongly, but declined to be

drawn into a comparable presentation of its position. As a result, the trend

in the international media to characterise Aushalia and the UK as the only
two confirmed supporters of pre-emptive action against Iraq continued to

strengthen. As the Blair government encountered growing domestic
opposition and began (around April 2002) to stress that Iraqi disarmament,
and not regime change, was the core objective, Australia was for a time the

only government regarded as fully behind regime change through a pre-

emptive strike.

One commentator pointed out in july 2002 that the positions of the
Australian government and opposition on lraq were all but identical, on

paper.los And one can, of course, find reference to support for the UN process

una tnu retum of inspectors.lG To the best of my knowledge, however, the

govemment did not in the first half of 2002 set out clearly the considerations

that would shape its position on military action against Iraq. The impression
left by occasional remarks by the Prime Minister and senior ministers was

one of unqualified resolve to back the US on lraq. This irnpression was far
too clear to be regarded as accidental or inadvertent.

This posture reached its peak in |uly 2002. Following meetings in
Washington on 12 July, the Foreign Minister Mr Downer declared that it
would be an "act of appeasement" to allow lraq to continue to resist

disarmament in the context of new inspections, adding the view that
Australians were not inclined to support such an approach. Also at this
time, Defence Minister Senator Hill cryptically gave "in principle" support
to the doctrine of pre-emptive military action, and Iraq cancelled some

significant purchases of Australian wheat.

foiningthe switchto the UN

After this flurry, the govemment began to tone down its rhetoric, a process

that accelerated as it becarne clearer that domestic and international
opposition was eroding any option the US had to act Pre-emptively and

outside the UN framework.

On 6 August, Senator Hill described three conditions for any commitment
of Australian forces: (1) all options short of war had been exhausted; (2)

assurances that a new regime in Iraq would be genuinely different from that
of saddam Hussein; and (3) involvement would be in Australian as well as

US interests.lo7 The Prime Minister, similarly, changed from talking about
the strong possibility of war, to war being the last resort, something to be

avoided as strenuously as possible. Mr Howard also indicated that any
Australian commitment would be debated in Parliament. Looking back on
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21 August, Australia's leading political commentator could observe that
"Australia should have sought answers from the US to the questions
Republican elders (Kissinger, ftowcroft, etc) now raise".108

The wisdom of stepping back from prominent support for early military
action against Iraq was confirmed as domestic opposition to this stance
mounted. Newspaper editorials, commentaries by prominent figures
(including a former CDF), and a formal statement by the RSL counselling
restraint confirmed the government in its new approach. In the context of
reporting on Vice-President Cheney's robust speec[ on 26 August, Senator
Hill pointedly told the Senate that what Australia wanted was the re-
introduction of inspectors to provide confidence in lraq's compliance with
UN resolutions.l@ The Prime Minister telephoned President Bush on 8 or 9
September, before the latter's address to the General Assembly on 1,2

September, and argued the merits of working through the United lrlations.
He referred repeatedly to this conversation over the ensuing months to
support the argument that Australia had contributed to the US decision to
go to the UN and also, arguably, to convey the impression that early
September 2002 should be considered the starting point of the Iraq crisis.llo
Mr Downer made a major statement in Parliament on 17 September setting
out the history <lf the Iraq issue and confirming that Australia had been
pressing at the UN for a tough new resolution on inspections and reliable
disarmament.

The devastating bombings in Bali on 12 October sharpened Australia's
policy dilemmas across the board. Although the govemment had softened
Australia's exposure on Iraq, the politics of alliance management in general,
and its record of close identification with the US posture through July/
August in particular, meant that Washington's expectations of full political
and military support were high. In |une/]uly, the govemment was already
focused on the forces that it would contribute to the campaign in Iraq
(although, in an uncharacteristic lapse, it spoke of an armoured brigade
that the ADF did not possess). Separately, Defence Minister Hill - with
Afghanistan and, prospectively, Iraq in mind - had been signalling for
rnonths that one of the tenets of Australian defence policy - that
developments close to Australia mattered most - was being rendered
obsolete.lil

There was little overlap between the security capabilities relevant to
combating terrorism in Australia and its immediate region and the forces
that might be contributed to a more conventional military campaign in Iraq.
Inevitably, however, the already significant reservations about going to war
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against Iraq increased strongly with the PercePtion of both a threat close to

home and, ior the fust time, of Australians being targeted specifically. The

government manoeuvred gfngerly around this dilemma. It told domestic

iudiences that Australia's immediate security interests would always be

paramount, but contended that Iraq and the war on terror were "not
unrelated". This was a gesture to Washington, but a cautious one given the

administration's contention (and indeed the implicit contention of the
Howard government earlier in the year) that they were inseparable.ll2

In a speech on 20 November, the Prime Minister noted that any
contribution to a new theatre like Iraq would be subordinate to Australia's

immediate needs.113 As foreshadowed by Defence Minister Hill some weeks

earlier, the trrime Minister announced the withdrawal of the SAS regiment
from operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. ln a secondary but clear

signal io Washington that it could count on some Australian support, he

alio noted that Australia's contribution to operation Enduing Freedom }Jrad

passed the priority test.11a

A strong indication of the conflicting pressures the Prime Minister faced

in balancing these policy imperatives came in a television interview on L

December. Asked whether he would take pre-emptive military action if
people in a neighbouring country were planning an attack on Australia,
Howard replied: "Oh yes. I think any Australian Prime Minister would".
This was a ipontaneous but still uncharacteristic response. On issues related
to terrorism in particular, the Prime Minister had religiously eschewed

answering hypothetical questions (and, on Iraq, would continue to do so

until the last moment). He could have declined to answer a'hypothetical'
questiory or simply expressed confidence that any such contingency worrld
6e addressed cooperatively. ln this case, the instinct to underscore the

primacy of defending Australia prevailed. The comment naturally played
very badly in the region. Even the countries well disposed toward Australia
felt compelled to protest the attitude it appeared to exPose'

At the end of December, in the context of widespread disappointment
and concern about the thoroughness of lraq's declaration on WMD, the

Prime Minister continued to keep a low profile, urging Pefseverance with
the UN process. On the US assessment that the shortcomings in lraq's
declaration constituted 'a material breach' of Resolution 7441., the Prime
Minister in fact went so far as to say that "we don't unilaterally accept the

assessments of other countries'/.11s
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Reviewing Australia's position

It would appear that Prime Minister Howard used the Christmas/New
Year break to review the govemment's policy options against the alternative
ways that the crisis over Iraq could play out. The core issues, presumablp
would have been the alliance with the United States and managing the
deep political and public divisions the Iraq issue had generated within
Australia. Howard would have been aware, probably more aware than any
other AustraliaO of the strength of Washington's commitment to secure a
definitive outcome in Iraq within the next 2-3 months. For the same reason,
he would have been aware of the depth of feeling on Iraq within the Bush
administration and that this meant that policy choices on this issue could
be expected to have profound consequences. He would also have been
aware/ of course, that Australia's solidarity with Washington over the
increasingly lonely months prior to the switch to the UN in September 2002
meant that Washington would be particularly sensitive to any nuances in
Australian policy. Against this background, Howard presumably reviewed
such things as the strength of the US case against lraq; his confidence in US
assessments of how any conflict with Iraq would unfold; the legality of
military action; the likelihood of the inspectors finding a'smoking gun' or
being obstructed, leading to a second resolution and a larger coalition; and
his confidence that President Bush would indeed give the UN process a
decent chance to deliver an outcorne.

Full support for the US reaffirmed

However close these speculative comments might be to the truth, the
Prime Minister emerged in the New Year to reaffirm Australia's full support
of the United States. At a press conference on 10 fanuary, following a meeting
of the National Security Committee of Cabinet, the Prime Minister announced
that Australia was determined to see a definitive outcome on Iraq in the
coming weeks or months, and made it clear that the pivotal reason for the
hard stance was Iraq's possession of WMD. He stressed that Australia's
strong preference was to see such an outcome delivered through UN
processes without war, but that "those who are so disposed should take
preparatory action against the possibility that some kind of military action
will be needed//.116

Howard indicated that any Australian contribution to military action
against Iraq would be broadly iornparable to the so-called'niche 

"upubiliti"r'provided to operation Enduing Freedom in Afghanistan. At the same time,
he took away much of the hypothetical character of such a contribution by
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suggesting that Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel and assets could

be "forward deployed" over the weeks ahead.

Foreshadowing forward-deployment (or pre-deployment as it was
sometimes called) of ADF elements was a powerful signal of the govemment's
commitment. It is difficult to imagine, especially in the charged political
and public atmosphere at the time, that the govemment believed it would be

possible to convince anyone that pre-deployment was not tantamount to a
decision to participate in an invasion of Iraq should washington decide
that was necessary. The government went through the motions, arguing,
properly, that the ADF needed the opportunity to acclimatise and that
iaair,g, nowever modestly, to the credibility of the threat to use force made

Iraqi cooperation with the UN more likely'l17

Essentially, however, the government broadly got the reaction it must

have expected, namely that it was seeking to make a distinction that was

not credible and that Australia was attaching itseU seamlessly to whatever
course Washington elected to take.

Domestically, the divisions over Iraq intensified" both between and within
the major political parties and in the public arena where opinion polls

suggested strong opposition to involvement in any conflict in lraq without
clear authorisation hom the Security Council. It should be remembered
that, at the time, the outlook on further action by the security Council was

expected to be shaped significantly by the inspectors' rePort on 27 fanuary.
The government would have been quickly made aware of the overt split
between the us and France in the security Council on 20 fanuary and, in all
probability, of high-level assessments in Washington of what this
development meant for the probable course of the end game.

Senator Hill announced the initial forward deployments on Z2January'
Prime Minister Howard received a telephone call from Bush on the same

day. The Bush administration, as noted above, had already been signalling
that it was prepared to see the inspections go on beyon d 27 lanuary. Howard
indicated ihat he had counselled this approach with the President.118 It
should also be noted that, following its non committal stance before
Christmas, over the course of ]anuary 2003, the government discreetly joined

those who questioned whether Iraq intended to allow the inspection Process
to deliver the desired assurance on its status with respect to WMD. In
response to questions from the Sydney MorningHerald - reported on 23 |anuary
- the government declared that it did "not believe [Saddam] is adequately
cooperating".lre 'lhe flip-side of this assessment was that, at some point, a
time lirnit would have to be imposed on the inspection Process.
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The pre-deployment of Australian forces, in the context of the breach
with the French and Washington's escalating rhetoric on "patience running
out" and (non-military) "options just about exhausted", crystallised for the
first time that Australia was all but irrevocably committed to a war with lraq
that was seen as likely, and that Security C'ouncil endorsement of such i
war had slid from likely to doubtful. The dornestic divisions sharpened
even further and, for the first time, Australian forces were deployed abroad
without bi-partisan political support.12o A number of Asian states voiced
subdued reservations about Australia's stance, particularly the strong signal
that Australia was prepared to join in a military solution outside the
framework of the UN. These reservations sharpened in the following days.121

The Prime Minister led the government's defence in a blizzard ot
interviews and talk-back radio appearances. His case was by now well-
rehearsed. Iraq epitomised the new and serious - indeed, the most serious
- threat to peace and security: an irresponsible, brutal dictatorship with
chemical and biological weapons, and capable of acquiring nuclear weapons
within five years. Such a state presented a threat to its neighbours and, via
potential links to terrorist groups, to the wider world - a threat that was
unacceptable. A line had to be drawn, both to stop lraq and to forestall
appeasement of Iraq encouraging other states to do down the same path.lz
The Prime Minister had previously linked the absence of collective resolve
on Iraq to North Korea's decision to engage a new round of nuclear
brinkmanship.

The govemment seized on Hans Blix's assessment on 27 lanuary that
Iraq had not come to a "genuine acceptance" of the need to disarm. Howard,
for the first time, judged that lraq should now be considered in "further
material breach" of its obligations, the trigger-phrase in Resolution 1441 for
"serious consequences".lts At a press conference later that day (28 January),
he set out his views more comprehensively.l2a Although he carefully avoided
being prescriptive, the thrust of his comments was clear. The Security Council
now had a "clear obligation" to craft a second resolution declaring lraq to
be in material breach of ResolutionldAl" but specifying a further period -
something less than "months" - for Iraq to reveal all its proscribed
capabilities to the inspectors.l2s The Prime Minister did not venture a
comment on what the resolution should say about the consequences of
missing the deadline. A few days later, he was less elliptical, indicahing his
"very strong view" for a second resolution authorising the use of force.126
Coincidentally, on 1 February, Senator Hill announced the pre-deployment
of Air Force elements, including the F/A-18 Flornets. Senator Hill also
noted that Australia had been in the "US planning loop" over the "last few
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months" and that the force elements Australia might contribute to a possible

conflict had been determined in that Process.127

As we have seen, the govemment's advocacy of a second resolution on
the heels of the inspectors' report to bring the issue to a head ran against the
balance of opinion in the Security Council. The inspectors' report had not
narrowed the divisions and Washington had elected to play one of its few
remaining high carc{s - an intelligence briefing for the Security Council -
before committing to a second resolution. Behind these diplomatic
machinations loomed President Bush's State of the Union address on 30

January which put beyond doubt America's absolute resolve to use force

and which stepped over disarming lraq - the stated goal of Resolution Lt141

and of Australia and the UK - to deposing Saddam, liberating the Iraqi
people and exposing the entire Arab world to the idea of freedom.

Prime Minister Howard similarly began to open up on the reasoning
behind his position, although he kept his eye carefully on his Australian
audience and wisely declined to invoke Bush's grander strategic vision.
The core rationale remained the potential risk to regional and international
security posed by irresponsible, authoritarian leaders with WMD. He now
also acknowledged that alliance considerations, while not dominant, had

been a very important factor. Not only had the united states stood between

Australia and foreign invasion in the past, Howard strongly believed in the
continuing "centrality of the American alliance to this country".128 In
addition, the Prime Minister indicated that he was not going to mar
Australia's proud record of taking security very seriously and being willing
to play a role for the greater good when an important international principle
was at stake. At a more practical level, Howard intimated that he had
looked carefully at the military balance and was thoroughly convinced that
a coalition victory would be swift and certain.l' ln a similar vein, he insisted
that, if it came to war, Australian forces would be committec{ only to the
campaign itself. Australia would not be involved militarily in the more
open-ended post war period.

The Prime Minister presented all these arguments to the first sitting of
Parliament in the New Year - all except the certainty of a swift coalition
victory. The one new line - borrowed from Bush - was that New York on LL

September 2001 and Bali on 12 October 2002 had changed the world, or at

least the coalition. Iraq had not changed, but the coalition's assessment of
the potential risks it posed had. Put another way, Saddam was a much
diminished threat - and he clearly believed that he could submerge himself
below the threshold of a coalition strike - but he appeared not to realise, or
realised too late, that Osama bin Laden had drained the water.
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The government and the opposition had broadly similar positions at
this poinl the commitment of Australian forces hinged on UN endorsement
of the use of force. Labor's position was the more clearly articulated:
Australia had to have the moral and legal authority of the Security Council.
Ideally, this would come through a new resolution, but a resolution that
attracted a clear majority but when down because of a 'protest' veto might
suffice. Howard indicated a very similar positiory but he was determinedly
oblique, insisting that he could not make a determination until all the
circumstances were known.

When the Prime Minister reviewed Australia's position over the
Christmas/New Year break, it can be presumed that he also tried to think
through how things could go wrong. Whether he imagined the scenario
that began to take shape in the second week of February - a Washington
that had comprehensively failed to swing international opinion and was
no longer confident in its ability to do so - is anyone's guess. It seems
doubtful. Washington, he would have reasoned, as this writer would have,
did not lose really important contests. The trouble may have been that, for
Washington, the issue was important but not supremely important. The US
was big enough and its skin was thick enough to cope either way. Australia
and the UK on the other hand, felt the loneliness far more acutely. As with
Winston Churchill's comment on the Anglo-French Suez adventure in 1956
- "I would never have dared and, if I had dared, I would never have dared
stop" - the imperative for Canberra and London became to keep Washington
committed to an energetic diplomatic process to turn the situation around.

The lead role necessarily continued to fall on London, but Howard used
a trip to Washington, New York, London and Jakarta on 8-15 February to
press for an intemational consensus to be resolute on lraq. In Washingtory
he was unequivocal. Beyond wishing that his hosts would be a little less
eager to label Australia as already a full member of the 'coalition of the
willing', he reiterated that Iraq was not being'fair dinkum' and remained in
material breach of its obligations. Sitting alongside Bush, Howard told the
media that the risk of terrorists linking up with WMD via states like Iraq
was the "fundamental reason" for Australia's stance. He also joined the US
in dismissing the French-German proposal for a longer inspection effort as
missing the point. ln New York, he challengecl the Security Council to do its
job, saying that he warned the UN Secretary-General that "if the UN is
sidelined in this situation, it would do it great darnage".130 In ]akarta, the
message delivered - and, in the Prime Minister's view, accepted - was that
there was "no anti-lslamic component in our attitude toward Iraq".tn
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Over the next four weeks - the final four weeks - the government worked
doggedly to swing public opinion with, at best, limited success. Opponents
of war were galvanised by the size of the demonstrations held around
Australia and the world on 15 February. But it had become a dialogue of the
deaf. Prime Minister Howard displayed the shength of his convictions in
being prepared to say, more in sonow than in anger, that the demonstrations
"gave comfort" to the lraqi regime.r32 In the same context, he alluded
intriguingly to a further dimension of the reasoning behind his support for
Washington, namely the incalculable damage to the authority of the United
States if the world walked away from confronting Iraq.133

Australia welcomed the second resolution when it finally appeared on

24 February. At a press conference, the Prime Minister described it as an

"acid test" for the Security Council, even though existing resolutions
provided "enough" legal authority for the use of force.ls He also reiterated
his very strong view that international disunity over lraq had emboldened
North Korea into renewed nuclear brinkmanship and that failure by the
Security Council to get behind the second resolution on lraq would effective$
exclude the possibility of dealing with Pyongyang through the Council'ls

As we know, the second resolution never achieved any momentum
despite the Bush administration's full commitment to its success. By the
first week in March, the government was preparing for the possibility of
military action without explicit Security Council endorsement. Howard
told Parliament on 6 March that any action by Australia would be "consistent
with international law" and that existing resolutions provided adequate

legal grounds for military action.136 The coalition craved a second resolution
for the political and moral legitimacy it would confer on an invasion
(infinitely better than a technical legal argument) and because it would
commit the entire international community to the huge task of stabilising
and rebuilding lraq. The UK and Australia probably attached greater
importance to the first benefit, while the US was more attracted to the second.

On March L3, by which time the drive for a second resolution had
descended into virtual chaos, the Prime Minister addressed the National
Press Club in what turned out to be the last considered statement on the
govemment's position.137 It was a clear and compelling re-statement of the
fundamental case: failure to disarm lraq would directly and indirectly
(through encouraging further proliferation of WMD) increase the risk of
terrorist attacks with WMD. This made the costs of doing nothing potentially
far greater than the costs of using force to disarm lraq. Howard stressed the

new reality that September 11 had "forever changed the way in which
Americans see their security", resulting in pre-emptive military action taking
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its place alongside the familiar defence postures of deterrence and, if
necessary, retaliation.

The Prime Minister also reiterated that Australia's policy objective was
Iraq's disarmament. This objective justified war, if necessary, while
humanitarian considerations (ie regime change) in itself would not. He
went on/ however, to describe the lot of the Iraqi people under Saddarn in
graphic terms and to conclude that a war of liberation, with its inevitable
humanitarian costs, would still leave Iraqis better off. Finally, the prime
Minister continued to insist that the decision to cornrnit Australian forces to
military action remained to be taken and would not be taken until the UN
process had played out fully.

The next few days were long as Australians watched the drama unfold
in New York, in the Azores and then again in New York. Following a
telephone call from Bush on the outcome of the Azores summit, Howard
called a press conference on 17 March to announce the coalition strategy:
one additional day for diplomacy, ancl the likely outcome: "military
participation by Australia in action against Iraq is now even more likely
than it may have appeared a few days ago."138 Cabinet met on the morning
of 18 March to consider and agree to an ovemight request from Bush to join
a coalition to disarm Iraq. The Prime Minister announced the decision to a
press conference later that moming and then tabled a motion in the House
of ltepresentatives seeking endorsement of the decision. Two days later,
when Bush's 48-hour ultimatum had expired and hostilities were imminent,
the Prime Minister delivered a short address to the nation declaring that the
government had committed the ADF "because we believe it is right, it is
lawful and it's in Australia's national interest."l3e ltresident Bush later
credited the ADF with having fired the first shots of the ground war.



PART III

CONCTUSIONS

On the Main Game

Iraq under Saddam Hussein became an utterly indefensible entity -

unspeakably brutal, prone to external aggression, a blatant violator of
intemational agteements and of its obligations to the United Nations, and

more or less completely isolated, even from the Arab world. It is difficult to
comprehend how such an entity could lead to the bitter and potentially far-
reaching divisions within and between states that the world saw in the
months leading up to 20 March 2003. Iraq, however, is probably the wrong
place to look for an answer to this puzzle. The weight of evidence supports
the view that the core issue in this saga was the power of the United States,

the purposes to which Washington declared this power would be directed,

and the rnanner in which washington had become inclined to wield it. Iraq
was able to serve as a surrogate for this much bigger issue because those

who decided to 'take a stand' were satisfied that they were not being
irresponsibly casual, either about the security of the United States or that of
their own countries. In their view, Iraq did not Pose a significant and

imminent threat to the security of anyone.

The evidence also supports the contention that most of the damage to

international cohesion had occurred earlier than a simple review of the lraq
crisis might suggest. In particular, the divisions did not open up in the

context of the UN process from September 2002. It would be more accurate

to say that the UN process was burdened with these divisions from the

outset and hardly succeeded in narrowing let alone bridging them.

It is important to recall how significantly the character of the United
States was perceived to have transformed under the Bush administration.
High points along the road included the rejection of the Kyoto Protocol and

the verification protocol to the Biological Weapons Conventions, abrogating
the ABM treaty and essentially abandoning the convention of joint
management of strategic nuclear weapons with Russia. Alongside these

developments, there was the progressive arhiculation of a grand and assertive
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global security posture through the Quadrennial Defense Review of October
200L and the Nuclear Posture Review of fanuary 2002. This culminated in
President Bush's startling declaration on 1 June 2002 that "America has,
and intends to keep, military strengths beyond challenge thereby making
the destabilising arms races of other eras pointless, and limiting rivalries to
trade and other pursuits of peace."iao In the same speech, Bush essentially
declared pre-emptive/preventive war as a formal instrument of US policy.

Against this background, Bush's unilateral expansion of the war on
terror to include Iraq and, two months later, prospectively also Iran and
North Korea, coupled with Washington's propensity to portray resistance
to these developments as reneging on commitments to be part of the coalition
against terror elicited strong and vvidespread instincts to back away. ln an
atmosphere of accumulated discontent and concern with unipolarity,
Washington and its major allies and friends never got on to the same
wavelength on the Iraq issue.

Allies and friends saw an array of compelling reasons for caution. There
was no evic{ence that Iraq was involved in the attacks on September LL, or
that it had any meaningful links to al Qaeda. The Iraqi regime presented no
parallels with the Taliban. These countries therefore sensed a diversion
from the core rnission of disabling intemational terrorism and a heightened
risk of blurring the crucial distinction between this mission and a 'war'
against lslam. The fact that the Israel-Palestinian conJlict was being allowed
to spiral toward total war exacerbated these concerns. Moreover, Iraq
appeared to be a problem that could be approached carefully and
deliberately. Its conventional military capabilities had been emasculated
and there was no evidence that some form of breakout on the WMD front
was imminent.

For its part, the US had experienced a strongly reinforcing intersection of
a grand strategy to perpetuate unipolarity with a sense of singular
vulnerability to undeterable acts of terror by non-state (or rogue state) actors.
Washington appeared to have a very clear view of how the world had to be
changed to protect America and its interests, and Iraq was the critical first
step. For Washington, the risks others perceived in dealing urgently with
Iraq were to an extent exaggerated, to an extent susceptible to management
and attenuation, but for the rest were simply outweighed by the risks of
accepting the status quo. The Bush administration moved on intellectually
beyond the events of September 11 very quickly - much more quickly than
the rest of the world - and became totally preoccupied with the threat of
such an attack with WMD. The conviction that Iraq was involved in
September 1.1., and all that conviction implied about how the administration
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viewed Saddam Hussein, meant that the consuming threat of terrorisrn with
WMD had Iraq as its most likely source' la1 Arguments that Iraq and al

Qaeda were, if anything, ideological enemies, or that rational assessments

of lraqi interests discounted such a threat, were dismissed in Washinp;ton

as too clever by half.

The issue for the rest of the world always remained why Iraq should be

regarded as a priority objective in the war against terror and why the risks
of confronting it had to be taken now.

During the first 8 months of 2002, the international coalition against
terror withered away over the inclusion of lraq, generating a great deal of
mutual resentment and suspicion in the Process. The experience added

strongly to the cumulative impression that the US had become distant and

aloof, disdainful of compromise and given to presenting the world with
'take it or leave it' policy settings.

Washington's rather dramatic announcement on 4 September 2002 that

it would take the Iraq issue back to the uN was naturally welcomed, initially,
as a promising step toward restoring the remarkable cohesion the
international community had achieved after September 11. President Bush's

address to the General Assembly on L2 September, however, did little to
sustain the sense of promise. Washington had clearly been driven back to
the UN reluctantly because it had practically no support intemationally on

Iraq and because the American public signalled that its support was

contingent on attracting a strong international coalition to confront lraq.
Even so, Bush was uncompromising in the proposition he put: the
disarmament of Iraq was an urgent priority; in embracing this obiective, the

UN had a chance to restore its credibility and relevance; and that the United
States was determined to act with or without the UN.

ln short, the deep misgivings that had piled up about how Washington
now envisaged wielding unipolarity were transported in undiluted form
into management of the Iraq issue in the Security Council. France and
Russia approached the negotiation of Resolution 1441. primarily with the
objective of hobbling Washington. Washington's rhetoric, and its already
noticeable military build-up, had unquestionably been instrumental in
persuading Baghdad to re-engage the UN in dialogue' But neither in the

negotiation of Resolution 'l.M'L. nor subsequently did any serious possibility
emerge of hamessing the inspection process and the military option into a
holistic shategy. They remained on separate tracks, with their separate
sponsors increasingly inclined over time to promote them to the exclusion
of the other. As Condoleezza Rice was to sav of the French months later:
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"There were times when it appeared that American power was seen to be
more dangerous than, perhaps, Saddam Flussein. We simply didn,t
understand it".142 The rest, as they say, is history.

The war, operation lraqi Freedom, unquestionably demonstrated that the
United states has indeed re-defined war on its tenns. In terms of length (less
than a month), coalition fatalities, and (probably) Iraqi civilian casualties,
the outcome was clearly toward the best possible end of the spectrum.
Moreover, while it is difficult to argue that most Iraqis were ecstatic about
their liberation, the general tolerance of what had occurred was
unmistakable.

The war, however, was not a selfless campaign to liberate the Iraqi people.
It might have been better if this had indeed been the core rationale. But it
wasn't. To the contrary, the driving reason for the war was entirely selfish.
Iraq was judged to be in possession of signi{icant stocks of chemical and
biological weapons, and could have nuclear weapons by around 2008,
which made it a possible source of such weapons for groups like al eaeda
that had declared war on the United states and other'westem' democracies.
This case never attracted significant let alone majority support in the
international community. A significant part of the problem, as noted, may
have been the strong perception that this case masked other, more strategic,
motives directed broadly at consolidating us pre-eminence and its authority
to set the global agenda. The more conspicuous element of religiosity that
had come to mark American explanations of its policy settings was probably
another source of discomfit and hesitation that should not be discounted.

ln the event, the coalition went to war without the support and
understanding of most countries, and in circumstances that left even the
legality of the action open to queshion. It was widely observed that success,
a quick and clean victory, would generate its own legitimacy. This has
clearly been the case, to a degree, but it is a fragile perception. Whether this
was a 'just war' is, in my view, a judgement that has been left to history, and
it is by no means clear that history will deliver a positive verdict.

The war in Iraq has done nothing to diminish the tangible dimensions of
America's pre-eminent position in the world. In terms of the intangible
dimensions of power and influence, however, it is another story. The
approach taken on Iraq has been prodigiously wasteful of the intangible
qualities that so strongly characterised US leadership in the past. And not
even the United states is powerful enough to rely primarily on brute strength
to play the role the world needs it to play, let alone the role that some in
Washington want it to play.
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The world has paid a disproportionately high price for a 'solution' to
the Iraq problem. This is perhaps to be expected when a particular issue is

allowed io carry all the weight of a larger, undeclared dispute involving all
of the world's major powers. The damage to critical international
relationships has been serious and will, to varying degrees, be enduring.

The aspirations, particularly, perhaps, of the French, to envisage a

counterweight to US hegemony in the EU or in a coalition between France,

Russia, Germany and China, are a pipedream. Washington might, however,
be tempted to drive home the futiHty of such aspirations. That could prove
to be a historic mistake. The United States has been, and can continue to be,

the exceptional hegemon, one that does not generate countervailing instincts

and one that all (or most) countries can regard as a Pafiner. At the present

moment, however, Washington bears significant, if not primary,
responsibility for the revolt in the international community. Washington
needs to give itself a reality check. lt needs to take a long, hard look at the
substance and style of the vision of global Sovemance that it has presented
to the world. And it needs to ask whether its concept of leadership will, in
fact, advance American interests over the longer term.

On Australia

Australia showed its cards early on. The govemment did not say very
much, but neither did it hint at any reservations about embracing Iraq in the

war on terror or on any of the particular issues within this proposition that

so troubled other states. For example, was Iraq involved in the attacks on

September L1 or associated with al Qaeda, and was it wise to Press urgently
for a definitive solution in lraq when the Israeli-Palestinian situation was

spiralling out of control and when countering perceptions that the war on
terror was actually a war against Islam remained a critical objective?

Moreover, Australia was not an early advocate of dealing with Iraq
through the UN. Although pohcy on Iraq was the subject of fierce internal

debate in Washington, the dominant thrust was that the US wanted, if at all
possible, to avoid, or at least minimise, exposing the push on Iraq to the

vagaries of multilateral diplomacy. As much by default as through positive

actiory Australia became identified at an early stage with the hardline view
in Washington that Iraq could, and should, be held to account directly.
Australia did strongly support the move to the UN. The government
peppered the public record from September 2002 onwards with the
iugfestion that it had helped push the Bush administration to take this
step The public record, however, indicates that it did not do so until after

the tide had tumed in Washington.
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If the govemment ever had any quahns about its closeness to the us on
Iraq, they probably peakecl in December 2002 and led to a review over the
Christmas/New Year break. The months of strong support for washington
naturally reduced the scope for any policy adjustment. Moreover, the
'coalition of the willing' was so small that any adjustment would have been
particularly conspicuous and consequential. washington needed Australia
politically at this point, perhaps more strongly than ever before. The prime
Minister's cryptic observation two months later that the cost to the US of
allowing the lraq issue to linger on would be incalculable was very probably
an allusion to this consideration. America's'aura of leadership, was on the
line, further boxing Aushalia in.

In any event, the outcome of the re-assessment (if it in fact took place)
was the essentially total reaffirmation of Australian solidarity conveyed
through the intention to pre-deploy the ADF contingent, and announcing
the first deployments even before the major report by UN inspectors on 27
January. This reaffirmation would certainly have been the product of a
shared assessment of the risks posed by countries like lraq, but also of the
realisation that Australia was in too deep and, very probably, confidence
that washington would ultimately turn the international politics arounc{,
whether within or outside the UN.

whether a preventive war against Iraq to eliminate any possibility that it
would transfer wMD to terrorists groups was justified is an issue that will
remain open for some time. The fact that it was a quick and decisive victory
- including Australia's extraordinary good fortune to suffer not a single
casualty - will be an important, but ultimately not decisive, consideration.

Whatever one's view on whether Australia should have participated,
the manner in which it got involved, in my view, was clearly damaging to
Australia's long-term interests. The govemment failed to generate any sense
that Australia had arrived independently at an assessment of the risks that
Iraq posed and of the best way to proceed to address these risks. It cautiously
followed washington into the several major phases of the crisis and allowed
the perception to take hold around the world, as well as in Australia, that
we were an unquestioning ally.

The present govemment has made no secret of the fact that it intended to
rectify what it characterised as the 'Asia only' bias in Australia's foreign
and security policy and to give equal priority to relations with the United
states. The implementation <lf this objechive, however, has for several years
generated concem that Australia was overshooting the mark, that a healthy
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balance between the alliance and our Asian neighbours seemed to elude us,

and that our standing in Asia, especially Southeast Asia, was weakening.

The Iraq saga has compounded this dilemma. Being close to the united
states rimains natural and beneficial for Australia. on the other hand,

being seen as indistinguishable from the united states can only damage

o,tt Jtut dit g and influence in Asia. And our size and location mean that

our long-term interests will always be framed predominantly by the
charactei of our relations with our neighbours in Asia. Moreover, to the

extent that Australia is not seen by our Asian neighbours as a nafural Partner
- with matching access/ status and influence - we damage not only our own
interests but also our value to the United States as an ally. Beyond the

outstanding niche capabilities of the ADF, the most valuable service we can

render to Washington stems from being a close ally and an 'insider' in
Southeast Asia. Working harder to find that balance between these core

interests should become Canberra's first priority.
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ANNEX 1.

United Nations Security Council Resolution L441,
adopted unanimously, 8 November 2002

United Nations S l zoozl t.ua

Security Council
Provisional
7November2002
Original: English

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and United States of America:
draftresolution

[Adopted as Resolution1,M1 at Security Council meeting 4644,
8 November 20021

The Security Council,

Recalling all its previous relevant resolutions, in particular its resolu-
tions 661 (1990) of 6 August 1990, 678 (1990) of 29 November 1990, 685
(1991,) of 2 March 1991., 687 (1991) of 3 April 1991, 688 (1991) of 5 April
1,991,, 707 (1991) of L5 August 1.991., 715 (1991\ of 11 October 1991, 986
(1995) of 14 April 1995, and 128/. (1999) of L7 December 1.999, and all the
relevant statements of its President,

Recalling also its resolution 1382 (2001) of 29 November 2001 and its
intention to implement it fully,

Recognizing the threat Iraq's non-compliance with Council resolutions
and proli{eration of weapons of mass destruction and long-range missiles
poses to international peace and security,

Recalling that its resolution 678 (1990) authorized Member States to use
all necessary means to uphold anc{ implement its resolution 660 (1990) of 2
August L990 and all relevant resolutions subsequent to resolution 660 (1990)
and to restore intemational peace and security in the area,
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Further recalling that its resolution 687 (1991) imposed obligations on
lraq as a necessary step for achievement of its stated objective of restoring
intemational peace and security in the area,

Deptoring the fact that lraq has not provided an accurate, full, final, and

complete disclosure, as required by resolution 687 (1991), of all aspects of

its programmes to develop weapons of mass destruction and ballistic
missiles with a range greater than one hundred and fifty kilometres, and of
all holdings of such weapons, their components and production facilities
and locations, as well as all other nuclear Prograuunes, including any which
it claims are for purposes not related to nuclear-weapons-usable material,

Deploring further that lraq repeatedly obstructed immediate,
unconditional, and unrestricted access to sites designated by the United
Nations special Commission (UNSCOM) and the International Atomic
Energy Agency 0AEA), failed to cooperate fully and unconditionally with
UNS-OM and IAEA weaPons inspectors, as required by resolution 687

(1991), and ultimately ceased all cooperation with UNSCOM and the IAEA
in 1998,

Deploring the absence, since December 1998, in Iraq of international
monitoring, inspection, and verification, as required by relevant resolutions,
of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic missiles, in spite of the Council's
repeated demands that Iraq provide immediate, unconditional, and
unrestricted access to the United Nations Monitoring, Verification and
lnspection commission (uNMovIC), established in resolution 1284 (1999)

as the successor organization to UNSCOM, and the IAEA, and regretting
the consequent prolonging of the crisis in the region and the suffering of the

Iraqi people,

Deploring also that the Government of Iraq has failed to comply with its
commitments pursuant to resolution 687 (L991) with regard to terrorism,
pursuant to resolution 688 (1991) to end repression of its civilian population
ind to provide access by international humanitarian organizations to all
those in need of assistance in Iraq, and pursuant to resolutions 686 (1991),

687 (L991), and 1.2&t (1999) to retum or cooPerate in accounting for Kuwaiti
and third country nationals wrongfully detained by lraq, or to retum Kuwaiti
property wrongfully seized by lraq,

Recalling that in its resolution 687 (1991) the Council declared that a
ceasefire would be based on acceptance by Iraq of the provisions of that
resolution, including the obligations on Iraq contained therein,
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Determined to ensure full and immediate compliance by Iraq without
conditions or restrictions with its obligations under resolution 687 (1991\
and other relevant resolutions and recalling that the resolutions of the
Council constitute the governing standard of Iraqi compliance,

Recalling that the effective operation of UNMOVIC, as the successor
organization to the special Commission, and the IAEA is essential for the
implementation of resolution 687 (1991) and other relevant resolutions,

Noting the letter dated L6 september 2002 from the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Iraq addressed to the secretaryceneral is a necessary first step
toward rectifying lraq's continued failure to comply with relevant Council
resolutions,

Noting further the letter dated 8 october 2002 from the Executive Chairman
of uNMovIC and the Director4eneral of the IAEA to General Al-saadi of
the Govemment of Iraq laying out the practical arrangements, as a follow-
up to their meeting in Vienna, that are prerequisites for the resumption of
inspections in Iraq by UNMOVIC and the IAEA, and expressing the gravest
concern at the continued failure by the Government of Iraq to provide
confirmation of the arrangernents as laid out in that letter,

Reaffirming the commitment of all Member States to the sovereignty and
tenitorial integrity of lraq, Kuwait, and the neighbouring States,

Cammending the Secretary4eneral and members of the League of Arab
States and its Secretary4eneral for their efforts in this regard,

Determined to secure full compliance with its decisions,

Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
'I.,. Decides that Iraq has been and remains in material breach of its

obligations under relevant resolutions, including resolution 687 (1991), in
particular thr<lugh lraq's failure to cooperate with united Nations inspectors
and the IAEA, and to complete the actions required under paragraphs 8 to
13 of resolution 687 (1991\;

2. Decides, while acknowledging paragraph 1 above, to afford lraq, by
this resolution, a final opportunity to cornply with its disarmament
obligations under relevant resolutions of the Council; and accordingly
decides to set up an enhanced inspection regime with the aim of bringing to
full and verified completion the disarmament process established by
resolution 687 (1991) and subsequent resolutions of the Council;
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3. Decides that, in order to begin to comply with its disarmament
obligations, in addition to submitting the required biannual declarations,

the bovernment of Iraq shall provide to UNMOVIC, the IAEA, and the

Council, not later than 30 days from the date of this resolution, a currently
accurate, full and complete declaration of all aspects of its programmes to

develop chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles, and

other delivery systems such as unmanned aerial vehicles and dispersal
systems designed for use on aircraft, including any holdings and precise

locations of such weapons, components, sub-components, stocks of agents,

and related material and equipment, the locations and work of its research

development and production facilities, as well as all other chemical,

biological, and nuclear prograrnmes, including any which it claims are for

purposes not related to weapon production or material;

4. Decidesthat false statemenb or omissions in the declarations submitted
by Iraq pursuant to this resolution and failure by Iraq at any time to comply
with, ind cooperate fully in the implementation of, this resolution shall

constitute a further material breach of lra{s obligations and will be reported

to the Council for assessment in accordance with paragraphs 11 and 12

below;

5. Decides that Iraq shall provide UNMOVIC and the IAEA immediate,
unimpeded, unconditional and unrestricted access to any and all, including
undeiground, areas, facilities, buildings, equipment, records, and means of
transport which they wish to inspect, as well as immediate, unimpeded,

.rnr"rtti"t"d, and private access to all officials and other persons whom
UNMOVIC or the IAEA wish to interview in the mode or location of
UNMOVIC's or the IAEA's choice pursuant to any asPect of their mandatesi

further decides that UNMOVIC and the IAEA may at their discretion conduct
interviews inside or outside of Iraq, may facilitate the travel of those

interviewed and family members outside of Iraq, and that, at the sole

discretion of UNMOVIC and the IAEA" such interviews may occur without
the presence of observers from the Iraqi Government; and instructs
UNMOVIC and requests the IAEA to resume inspections no later than 45

days following adoption of this resolution and to update the Council 60

days thereafter;

6. Endorses the 8 october 2002 letter from the Executive Chairman of
UNMOVIC and the Director4eneral of the IAEA to General Al-saadi of the

Govemment of lraq,, which is annexed hereto, and decides that the contents

of the letter shall be binding upon lraq;
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7. Decides further that, in view of the prolonged interruption by Iraq of
the presence of UNMoVIC and the IAEA and in order for them to accomplish
the tasks set forth in this resolution and all previous relevant resolutions
and notwithstanding prior understandings, the Council hereby establishes
the following revised or additional authorities, which shall be binding upon
Iraq, to facilitate their work in Iraq:

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall determine the composition of their
inspection teams and ensure that these teams are composed of the
most qualified and experienced experts available;

- All UNMOVIC and IAEA personnel shall enjoy the privileges and
immunities, corresponding to those of experts on mission, provided
in the Convention on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
and the Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the IAE^A;

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have unrestricted rights of entry
into and out of lraq, the right to free, unrestricted, and immediate
movement to and from inspection sites, and the right to inspect any
sites and buildings, including immediate, unimpeded, unconditional,
and unrestricted access to Presidential Sites equal to that at other
sites, notwithstanding the provisions of resolution 1154 (1998);

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to be provided by Iraq
the names of all personnel currently and formerly associated with
Iraq's chemical, biological, nuclear, and ballistic missile prograrnmes
and the associated research, development, and production facilities;

- Security of UNMOVIC and IAEA facilities shall be ensured by
sufficient United Nations security guards;

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to declare, for the
purposes of freezing a site to be inspected, exclusion zones, including
surrounding areas and transit corridors, in which Iraq will suspend
ground and aerial movernent so that nothing is changed in or taken
out of a site being inspected;

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the free and unrestricted use
and landing of fixed- and rotary-winged aircraft, including manned
and unmanned reconnaissance vehicles;

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right at their sole discretion
verifiably to remove, destroy, or render harmless all prohibited
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weapons/ subsystems, comPonents/ records/ materials, and other
related items, and the right to impound or close any facilities or

equipment for the production thereof; and

- UNMOVIC and the IAEA shall have the right to free import and use

of equipment or materials for inspections and to seize and exPort any
equipment, materials, or documents taken during inspections, without
searih of UNMOVIC or IAEA personnel or official or personal
baggage;

8. Decides further that Iraq shall not take or threaten hostile acts directed

against any representative or personnel of the United Nations or the IAEA
oi of any Member State taking action to uphold any Council resolution;

9. Requests the secretary-General immediately to notify lraq of this
resolution, which is binding on lraq; demands that lraq confirm within
seven days of that notification its intention to comply fully with this
resolution; and demands further that Iraq cooperate immediately,
unconditionally, and actively with UNMOVIC and the IAEA;

1.o.Requests all Member states to give full support to UNMOVIC ancl the

IAEA in the discharge of their mandates, including by providing any

information related to prohibited programmes or other asPects of their
rnandates, including on Iraqi attempts since 1998 to acquire prohibited items,

arld by recommending sites to be inspected, persons to be interviewed,
conditions of such interviews, and data to be collected, the results of which
shall be reported to the Council by UNMOVIC and the IAEA;

11..Directs the Executive Chairman of UNMOVIC and the Director-
General of the IAEA to report immediately to the Council any interference

by lraq with inspection activities, as well as any failure by Iraq to comply

with iis disarmament obligations, including its obligations regarding
inspections under this resolution;

'l.2.Decides to convene immediately upon receipt of a report in accordance

with paragraphs 4 or LL above, in order to consider the situation and the

need ior full iompliance with all of the relevant Council resolutions in order

to secure international peace and security;

l3.Recalls, in that context, that the Council has repeatedly wamed Iraq
that it will face serious consequences as a result of its continued violations

of its obligations;

ll.Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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Statements by the Chief UN Weapons Inspectors
to the Security Council, 27 lanaary 2003

Statement by Hans Blix

Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, the resolution adopted by the
Security Council on Iraq in November of last year asks UNMOVIC and the
IAEA to, quote-unquote, "update the council 60 days after the resumption
of inspections". This is today.

The updating, it seems, forms part of an assessment by the council and
its members of the results so far of the inspections and of their role as a
means to achieve verifiable disarrnarnent in Iraq. As this is an open meeting
of the council, it rnay be appropriate briefly to provide some background for
a better understanding of where we stand today. With your permissiory I
should do so.

I begin by recalling that inspections as a part of a disarmament process
in Iraq started in 1991, immediately after the Gulf War. They went on for
eight years, until 1998 when inspectors were withdrawn. Therefore, for
nearly four years, there were no inspectors. They were resumed only at end
of November last year.

While the fundamental aim of inspections in Iraq has always been to
verify disarmament, the successive resolutions adopted by the council over
the years had varied somewhat in emphasis and approach.

In 199L' Resolution 687 adopted unanimously as a part of the cease-fire
after the Gulf War had five maior elements; the three first related to
disarmament. They called for declarations by lraq of its programs of weapons
of mass deskuction and long-range missiles; verification of the declarations
through UNSCOM and the IAEA; supervision by these organizations of the
destruction or the elimination of proscribed programs and items. After the
completion of the disarmament, the council would have the authority to
proceed to a lifting of the sanctions and the inspecting organizations would
move to long-term, ongoing monitoring and verification.
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Resolution 687 n 1991, like the subsequent resolutions I shall refer to,

required cooperation by lraq, but such was often withheld or given
grudgingly. Unlike South Africa, which decided on its own to eliminate its

iuclJar weapons and welcomed the inspection as a means of creating
confidence in its disarmament, Iraq appears not to have come to a genuine

acceptance, not even today, of the disarmament which was demanded of it
and which it needs to carry out to win the confidence of the world and to

live in peace.

As we know, the twin operation declare and verify, which was prescribed
in Resolution 587, too often turned into a game of hide and seek. Rather

than just verify in declarations and supporting evidence, the two inspecting

organizations found themselves engaged in efforts to map the weapons

programs and to search for evidence through inspections, interviews,
seminars, inquiries with suppliers and intelligence organizations.

As a result, the disarmament phase was not completed in the short time

expected. Sanctions remained and took a severe toll until lraq accepted the

oil-for-food program, and the gradual development of that program mitigated

the affects oi the sanctions. The Implementation Resolution6ST, nevertheless

brought about considerable disarmament results. It has been recognized

that more weapons of mass destruction were destroyed under this resolution
than were deJtroyed during the Gulf War. Large quantities of chemical
weapons were deitroyed under UNSCOM supervision before 1994. While

Iraq claims, with little evidence, that it destroyed all biological weapons

uniiaterally in 1991., it is certain that UNSCOM destroyed large biological

weapons production facilities in 1996. The large nuclear infrastructure
was destroyed and the fissionable material was removed from lraq by the

IAEA.

One of three important questions before us today is, how much might
remain undeclared and intact from before 199L and possibly thereafter?

The second question is, what, if anything, was illegally produced or

procured after 1998 when the inspectors left-

And the third question is, how it can be prevented that any weapons of
mass destruction be produced or procured in the future?

ln December 1999, after one year without inspections in lraq,, Resolution
1284 was adopted by the council, with four abstentions. supplementing
the basic resolutions of 1991, and the following years, it provided lraq with
a somewhat less ambitious approach.
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ln retum for cooperation in all respects for a specified period of time,
including progress in the resolution of key remaining disarmament tasks, it
opened the possibility not for the lifting, but the suspension of sanctions.

For nearly three years, Iraq refused to accept any inspections by
UNMOVIC. It was only after appeals by the secretary general and Arab
states and pressure by the United States and other member states that Iraq
declared on L6 September last year that it would again accept inspections
withnut conditions. Resolution 1441 was adopted on 8 November last year
and emphatically reaffirmed the demand on Iraq to cooperate. It required
this cooperation to be immediate, unconditional and active. The resolution
contained many provisions which we welcome as enhancing and
strengthening the inspection regime. The unanirnity by which it was adopted
sent a powerful signal that the council was of one mind in creating a last
opportunity for peaceful disarmament in Iraq through inspection.

UNMOVIC shares the sense of urgency felt by the council to use
inspection as a path to attain, within a reasonable time, verifiable
disarmament of lraq. Under the resolutions I have cited, it would be followed
by monitoring for such time as the council feels would be required.

The resolutions also point to a zone free of weapons of mass destruction
as the ultimate goal. As a subsidiary body of the council, UNMOVIC is fully
aware of and appreciates the close attention which this council devotes to
the inspections in Iraq. While today's updating is foreseen in Resolution
1441, the council can and does call for additional briefings whenever it
wishes. One was held on the 19th of January, and a further such briefing is
tentatively set for the L4th of February.

I turn now, Mr. President, to the key requirement of cooperation and
Iraq's response to it. Cooperation might be said to relate to both substance
and process. It would appear from our experience so far that Iraq has
decided in principle to provide cooperation on process, notably access. A
similar decision is indispensable to provide cooperation on substance in
order to bring the disarmament task to completion through the peaceful
process of inspection and to bring the monitoring task on a firm course.

An initial minor step would be to adopt the long overdue legislation
required by the resolutions.

I shall deal first with cooperation on process. In this regard, it has regard
to the procedures, mechanisms, infrastrucfure and practical arrangements
to pursue inspections and seek verifiable disarmament. While the inspection
is not built on the premise of confidence, but may lead to confidence if it is
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successful/ there must nevertheless be a measure of mufual confidence from
the very beginning in running the operation of insPection. haq has, on the

whole, cooperated rather well so far with UNMOVIC in this field.

The most important point to make is that access has been provided to all
sites we have wanted to inspect and with one exception it has been prompt'
We have further had a great help in building up the infrastructure of our
office in Baghdad and the field office in Mosul. Arrangements and services

for our plane and our helicopters have been good.

The environment has been workable. Our inspections have included
universities, military bases, presidential sites and private residences.
Inspections have also taken place on Fridays, the Muslim day of rest, on
Christmas Day and New Year's Day. These inspections have been conducted
in the same manner as all other inspections. We seek to be both effective and

correct.

In this updating. I'm bound, however, to register some problems. The

first are related to two kinds of air operations. While we now have the
technical capability to send a U-2 plane placed at our disposal for aerial

imagery and for surveillance during inspections and have informed Iraq
that we plan to do so, Iraq has refused to guarantee its safety unless a

number of conditions are fulfilled. As these conditions went beyond what
is stipulated in ResolutionT4l. and what was practiced by UNSCOM and

Iraq in the past, we note that Iraq is not so far complying with our requests.

I hope this attitude will change.

Another air operation problem, which was so during our recent talks in
Baghdad, concerned the use of helicopters flying into the no- fly zones. Iraq
had insisted on sending helicopters of their own to accomPany ours. This
would have raised a safet-v problem. The matter was solved by an offer on
our part to take the accompanying Iraqi minders in our helicopters to the

sites, an arrangement that had been practiced by UNSCOM in the past.

I'm obliged to note some recent disturbing incidents and harassment.

For instance, for some time farfetched allegations have been made publicly
that questions posed by inspectors were of an intelligence character. While
I might not defend every question that inspectors might have asked, Iraq
knows that they do not serve intelligence Pulposes and Iraq should not say

so.
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On a number of occasions, demonstrations have taken place in front of
our offices and at inspection sites. The other day, a site- seeing excursion by
five inspectors to a mosque was followed by an unwarranted public outburst.
Inspectors went without U.N. insignia and were welcomed in the kind
manner that is characteristic of the normal Iraqi attitude to foreigners. Th"y
took off their shoes and were taken around. They asked perfectly innocent
questions and parted with the invitation to come again.

Shortly thereafter, we received protests from the Iraqi authorities about
an unannounced inspection and about questions not relevant to weapons
of mass destruction. lndeed, they were not. Demonstrations and outbursts
of this kind are unlikely to occur in Iraq with initiative or encouragement
from the authorities. We must ask ourselves what the motives may be for
these events. They do not facilitate an already difficult job, in which we try
to be effective, professional, and at the same time correct. Where our Iraqi
counterparties have some complaint, they can take it up in a calmer and less
unpleasant manner.

The substantive cooperation required relates above all to the obligation
of Iraq to declare all programs of weapons of mass destruction and either to
present items and activities for elimination or else to provide evidence
supporting the conclusions that nothing proscribed remains. Paragraph 9
of ILesolution 1441 states that this cooperation shall be, quote/unquote,
"active". It is not enough to open doors. Inspection is not a game of catch as
catch can. Rather, as I noted, it is a process of verification for the purpose of
creating confidence. It is not built upon the premise of trust. Rather, it is
designed to lead to trust, if there is both openness to the inspectors and
action to present them with items to deskoy or credible evidence about the
absence of any such items.

On 7th of December, 2002, Iraq submitted a declaration of some 12,000
pages in response to paragraph 3 of Resolution1.M1, and within the time
stipulated by the Security Council. In the fields of rnissiles and biotechnology,
the declaration contains a good deal of new material and information
covering the period from 1998 and onward. This is welcome.

One might have expected that in preparing the declaration Iraq would
have tried to respond to, clarify and submit supporting evidence regarding
the many open disarmament issues which the Iraqi side should be farniliar
with from the UNSCOM documents 9994 and the so-called Almarim report
of March 1999. These are questions r,r'hich UNMOVIC, govemments and
independent commentators have often cited.
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While UNMOVIC has been preparing its own list of current unresolved
disarmament issues and key remaining disarmament tasks in response to
requirements in the Resolution 1284, we find the issues listed in the two
reports I mentioned as unresolved professionally justified.

These reports do not contend that weapons of mass destruction remain

in lraq, but nor do they exclude that possibility' They point to a lack of
evidence and inconsistencies which raise question marks which must be

straightened out if weapons dossiers are to be closed and confidence is to
arise. They deserve to be taken seriously by Iraq, rather than being brushed
aside as evil machinations of UNSCOM. Regrettably, the 12,000-page

declaratiory most of which is a reprint of earlier documents, does not seem

to contain any new evidence that will eliminate the questions or reduce

their number. Even Iraq's letter sent in response to our recent discussions in
Baghdad to the president of the Security Council on 24th of fanuary does

not lead us to the resolution of these issues.

I shall only give some examPles of issues and questions that need to be

answered, and I turn first to the sector of chemical weaPons.

The nerve agent VX is one of the most toxic ever developed' Iraq has

declared that it only produced VX on a pilot scale, just a few tons, and that

the quality was poor and the product unstable. Consequently, it was said

that the agent was never weaponized. Iraq said that the small quantity of
agent remaining after the Gulf War was unilaterally destroyed in the summer
oi fgqt. UNMOVIC, however, has information that conflicts with this
account. There are indications that Iraq had worked on the problem of
purity and stabilization and that more had been achieved than has been

declared. Indeed, even one of the documents provided by Iraq indicates that
the purity of the agent, at least in laboratory production, was higher than
declared. There are also indications that the agent was weaPonized. In
addition, there are questions to be answered conceming the fate of the vX
precursor chemicals, which Iraq states were lost during bombing in the
Gulf War or were unilaterally destroyed by lraq.

I would now like to turn to the so<alled air force document that I have

discussed with the council before. This document was originally found by
an UNSCOM inspector in a safe in Iraqi air force headquarters in L998, ancl

taken from her by lraqi minders. lt gives an account of the expenditure of
bombs, including chemical bombs by Iraq in the Iraq-Iran War- I'm
encouraged by the fact that Iraq has now provided this document to
UNMOVIC. The document indicates that 13,000 chemical bombs were
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dropped by the Iraqi air force between 1983 and 1998; while Iraq has declared
that L9,500 bombs were consumed during this period. I'hus, there is a
discrepancy of 6,500 bombs. The amount of chemical agent in these bombs
would be in the order of about 1,000 tons. In the absence of evidence to the
contrary, we must assumed that these quantities are now unaccounted for.

The discovery of a number of 122-millimeter chemical rocket warheads
in a bunker at the storage depot, 170 kilometers southwest of Baghdad, was
much publicized. This was a relatively new bunker, and therefore the rockets
must have been moved here in the past few years at a time when Iraq should
not have had such munitions. The investigation of these rockets is still
proceeding.

Iraq states that they were overlooked from 1991 from a batch of some
2,000 that were stored there during the Gulf War. This could be the case.
They could also be the tip of a submerged iceberg. The discovery of a few
rockets does not resolve, but rather points to the issue of several thousand of
chemical rockets that are unaccounted for. The finding of the rockets shows
that Iraq needs to make more effort to ensure that its declaration is currently
accurate. During my recent discussions in Baghdad, Iraq declared that it
would make new efforts in this regard and has set up a committee of
investigation. Since theru it has reported that it has found four chemical
rockets at a storage depot in al-Haji. I might further mention that inspectors
have found at another site a laboratory quantity of thiodylykol, a mustard
Precursor.

While addressing chemical issues, I should mention a matter which I
reported on L9th of December last year conceming equipment at a civilian
chemical plant at al-Fallujah. Iraq has declared that it had repaired chemical
processing equipment previously destroyed under UNSCOM supervision
and had installed it at Fallujah for the production of chlorine and phenols.
We have inspected this equipment and are conducting a detailed technical
evaluation of it. On completion, we will decide whether this and other
equipment that has been recovered by lraq should be destroyed.

I tum to biological weapons. I mention the issue of anthrax to the council
on previous occasions, and I conre back to it as it is an important one. Iraq
has declared that it produced about 8,500 liters of this biological warfare
agent, which it states it unilaterally destroyed in the summer of 199L.

Iraq has provided little evidence for this production and no convincing
evidence for its destruction. There are strong indications that Iraq produced
more anthrax than it declared and that at least some of this was retained
over the declared destruction date. It might still exist. Either it should be
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found and be deskoyed under UNMOVIC supervision or else convincing
evidence should be produced to show that it was indeed destroyed in 199L.

As I reported to the council on the L9th of December last year, Iraq did
not declare a significant quantity, some 650 kilos or bacterial growth media
which was acknowledged as reported in Itaq's subrnission to the Almarim
panel in February 1999. As a part of its 7 December,2002, declaration Iraq
resubmitted the Almarim panel document but they table showing this
particular import of media was not included. The absence of this table
would appear to be deliberate, as the pages of the resubmitted document
were renumbered. br the letter of 24th of |anuary this year to the president of
the Security Council, lraq s foreign minister stated that, I quote, "All imported
quantities of growth media were declared", unquote. This is not evidence.

I note that the quantity of media involved would suffice to produce, for
example, about 5,000 liters of concentrated anthrax.

I turn, Mr. President, now to the missile sector. There remain significant
questions as to whether lraq retained scud-type missiles after the Gulf war.
Iiaq declared the consumption of a number of scud missiles as targets in the

development of an anti-ballistic missile defense system during the 1'980s,

yet no technical information has been produced about that program or data

on the consumption of the missiles. There has been a range of developments
in the missile field during the past four years, presented by Iraq in the
declaration as non-proscribed activities. We are trying to gather a clear
understanding of them through inspections and on-site discussions.

Two projects in particular stand out. They are the development of a
liquid-fueled missile named Al-samud II and a solid propellant missile

called Al-Fatam. Both missiles have been tested to arrange in excess of the

permitted range of 150 kilometers, with the Al-Samud II being tested to a
maximum of 183 kilometers and the Al-Fatam to 161 kilometers. Some of
both types of missiles have already been provided to the Iraqi armed forces,
even though it is stated that they're still undergoing development'

The Al-Samud's diameter was increased from an earlier version to the

president 760 millimeters. This modification was made despite a 1994 letter
from the executive chairman of UNSCOM directing Iraq to limit its missile
diameters to less than 600 millimeter. Furthermore, a November L997 letter
fromthe executive chairman of UNSCOM to Iraqprohibited the use of engines
from certain surface-to- air missiles for the use in ballistic missiles.
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During my recent meeting in Baghdad, we were briefed on these two
programs. We were told that the final range for both systems would be less
than the permitted maximum of 150 kilometers. These missiles might well
represent prima facie cases of proscribed systems. The test ranges in excess
of 150 kilometers are significant, but some further technical considerations
need to be made before we reach a conclusion on this issue. In the meantime.
we have asked Iraq to cease flight tests of both missiles.

In addition, Iraq has refurbished its missile production infrastructure.
In particular, Iraq reconstituted a number of casting chambers which had
previously been destroyed under UNSCOM's supervision. They had been
used in the production of solid fuel missiles. whatever missile system these
chambers are intended for, they could produce motors for missiles capable
of ranges significantly greater than 150 kilometers.

Also associated with these missiles and related developments is the
import which has been taking place during the last two years of a number of
items despite the sanctions, including as late as December 2002. Foremost
among these is import of 300 rockets engines which may be used for the Al-
Samud II.

Iraq has also declared the recent import of chemicals used in propellants,
test instrumentation and guidance and control system. These items may
well be for proscribed purposes; that is yet to be determined.

What is clear is that they were illegally brought into lraq; that is, lraq or
some company in Iraq circumvented the restrictions imposed by various
resolutions.

Mr. President, I have touched upon some of the disarmament issues that
rernain open and that need to be answered if dossiers are to be closed and
confidence is to arise.

Which are the means at the disposal of Iraq to answer these questions?

I have pointed to some during my presentation of the issues, let me be a
little more systematic. Our Iraqi counterparts are fond of saying that there
are no proscribed items and if no evidence is presented to the contrary, they
should have the benefit of the doubq be presumed innocent.

UNMOVIC, for its part, is not presuming that there are proscribed items
and activities in lraq. But nor is it, or I think anyone else, after the inspections
between 1991 and '98 presuming the opposite, that no such items and
activities exist in lraq. Presumptions do not solve the problem; evidence
and full transparency rnay help.
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Let me be specific. Information provided by member-states tells us about

the movement and concealment of missiles and chemical weapons and
mobile units for biological weapons production. we shall certainly follow-
up any credible leads given to us and report what we might find, as well as

any denial of access.

So far, we have reported on the recent find of a small number of empty
122-millimeter warheads for chemical weapons. Iraq declared that it
appointed a commission of inquiry to look for more. Fine. Why not extend

the search to other items? Declare what may be found and destroy it under
our supervision.

When we have urged our Iraqi counterparts to present more evidence,

we have all too often met the resPonse that there are no more documents. All
existing relevant documents have presented, we are told. All docurnents

relating to the biological weapons progfam were destroyed together with
the weapons.

However, Iraq has all the archives of the govemment and its various

departments, institutions and mechanisms. It should have budgetary
doiuments, requests for funds and reports and how they have been used.

They should also have letters of credit and bills of lading, reports and
production and losses of material.

In response to a recent UNMOVIC request for a number of specific
documents, the only new documents Iraq provided was a ledger of 1,093

pages which lraq stated included all imports from 1983 to 1990 by the

technical and scientific Importation Division, the importing authority for
the biological weapons programs. Potentially, it might help to clear some

open issues.

The recent inspection find in the private home of a scientist of a box of
some 3,000 pages of documents, much of it relating to the lacing enrichment
of uranium, support a concern that has long existed that documents rnight
be distributed to the homes of private individuals. This interpretation is

refuted by the Iraqi side which claims that research staff sometimes may

bring papers from their work places.

On our side, we cannot help but think that the case might not be isolated

and that such placements of documents is deliberate to make discovery
c{ifficult and to seek to shield documents by placing them in private homes.

Any further sign of the concealment of documents will be serious. The

Iraqi side committed itself at our recent talks to encourage Persons to accept

acces also to private sites. There can be no sanctuaries for proscribed
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items, activities or documents. A denial of prompt access to any site will be
very serious matter.

When Iraq claims that tangible evidence in the form of documents is not
available, it ought, at least, to find individuals, engineers, scientists and
managers to testify about their experience. Large weapons programs are
moved and managed by people. Interviews with individuals who may
have worked in programs in the past may fill blank spots in our knowledge
and understanding. It could also be useful to learn that they are now
employed in peaceful sectors. These are the reasons why UNMOVIC ask for
a list of such persons in accordance with Resolution 14,41.

Some 400 names for all biological and chemical weapons programs, as
well as their missile programs, were provided by the Iraqi side. This can be
compared to over 3,500 names of people associated with those past weapons
programs that UNSCOM either interviewed in the 1990s or knew frorn
documents and other sources. At my recent meeting in Baghdad, the Iraqis
have committed themselves to supplementing the list, and some 80 additional
names have been provided.

In the past, much valuable information came from interviews. There are
also cases in which the interviewee was clearly intimidated by the preserice
of an interruption by Iraq officials. This was the background to Resolution
l$l's provision for a right for UNMOVIC and the IAEA to hold private
interviews, I quote, "in the rnode or the location", unquote of our choice in
Baghdad or even abroad. Todap 11 individuals were asked for interviews
in Baghdad by us. The replies have been that the individual would only
speak at lraq's Monitoring Directorate or at any rate in the presence of an
Iraq official.

This could be due to a wish on the part of the invited to have evitlence
that they have not said anything that the authorities did not wish them to
say. At our recent talks in Baghdad, the lraqi side committed itself to
encourage persons to accept interviews in private, that is to say alone with
us. Despite this, the pattem has not changed.

F{owever, we hope that with further encouragement from the authorities,
knowledgeable individuals will accept private interviews in Baghdad or
abroad.

Mr. President, I must not conclude this update without some notes on
the growing capability of UNMOVIC. ln the past two months, UNMOVIC
has built up its capabilities in Iraq from nothing to 260 staff members from
60 countries. This includes approximately 100 UNMOVIC inspectors, 60
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air operations staff, as well as security personnel, communication,
translation and interPretation staff, medical suPport and other services at

our Baghdad office and also Mosul field office.

All serve the United Nations and report to no one else. Furthermore, I'll
roster of inspectors will continue to grow as our training Progtam continues'
Even at this moment, we have a training course in session in Vienna. At the

end of that course, we should have a roster of about 350 qualified experts

from which to draw inspectors. The team supplied by the swiss govemment
is refurbishing ow office in Baghdad which had been emPty for four years.

The govemment in New Zealand has contributed both a medical team and

a communications team. The German government will contribute unmanned

aerial vehicles for surveillance and a glouP of specialists to operate them for
us within lraq. And the govemment of Cyprus has kindly allowed us to set

up a field office in Lamaca.

All of these contributions have an assistance in quickly starting up our
inspections and enhancing our capabilities, so has help from the u.N. in
New York and from sister organizations in Baghdad.

In the past two months, during which we have built up our presence in
lraq, we liave conducted about 300 inspections to more than 230 different
sitei. Of these, more than 20 were sites that had not been inspected before.

By the end of December, UNMOVIC began using helicopters, both for the

traniport of inspectors and for actual inspection work. We now have eight

helicopters. They have already proved invaluable in helping to freeze large

sites by observing the movement of traffic in and around the area. setting
up the field office in Mosul has facilitated rapid inspections of sites in
northern Iraq. We plan to establish soon a second field office in the Basra

area where we have already inspected a number of sites'

Mr. President, we now have an inspection apParatus that permits us to

send multiple inspections teams every day all over Iraq by road or by air.
Let me end by simply noting that that capability, which has been built up in
a short time and which is now operating, is at the disposal of the Security

Council.
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Statementby IAEA Director
General Dr. Mohamed ElBaradei

The Status of Nuclear Inspections in Iraq

For the past 60 days, the inspectors of the Intemational Atomic Energy
Agency have been engaged in the process of verifying the existence or
absence of a nuclear weapons programme in Iraq. Today, pursuant to
paragraph 5 of resolution 1.441, I have submitted to the president of the
security Council an update report on our progress since we resurned our
nuclear verification activities in lraq - in terms of the approach we have
adopted, the tools we have usec{, the specific results achieved, the degree of
co-operation we have received, and finally our view on how we should
proceed. Let me in this statement outline the key aspects of this report.

Background

Un der s t nn din g the S t arting P oint

To understand the approach of the IAEA's inspection over the past two
months, it is important first to recall what was accomplished during our
inspections from 1991 to\998, in fulfilment of our security Council mandate
to elirninate lraq's nuclear weapons programrne. In September 1991, the
IAEA seized documents in Iraq that demonstrated the extent of its nuclear
weapons prograrnme. By the end of l992,wehadlargely destroyed, removed
or rendered harmless all Iraqi facilities and equipment relevant to nuclear
weapons production. We confiscated Iraq's nuclear-weapons-usable
material - high enriched uranium and plutonium - and by early 1994 we
had removed it from the country. By December 1998 - when the inspections
were brought to a halt with a military strike imminent - we were confident
that we had not missed any significant component of Iraq's nuclear
Programme.

While we did not claim absolute certainty, our conclusion at that time
was that we had neutralized lraq's nuclear weapons prograrnme and that
there were no indications that Iraq retained any physical capability to produce
weapon-usable nuclear material.

During the intervening four years of our absence from lraq, we continued
our analytical work to the best of our ability, using satellite imagery and
other information. But no remote analysis can replaie on-site insplction -
and we were therefore not able to reach any conclusions about Iraq's
compliance with its security Council obligations in the nuclear field after
December 1998.
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Conduct of lnspections to Date

Against this backdrop, when lraq agreed last September to re-open its

doors to inspectiory and following the subsequent adoption by the Security

Council of resolution 1441, which strengthened the IAEA',s authority and

the inspection process, the first goal of our inspection activities was
"reconnaissance". In this phase, we sought to re-establish rapidly our
knowledge base of lra{s nuclear capabilities, to ensure that key facilities

had not been re-opened, to verify the location of nuclear material and relevant

non-nuclear material, and to identify and begin interviewing key Iraqi
personnel.

Over these first two months of inspectiory we have made good Progress
in our knowledge of lraq's nuclear capabilities, with a total of 139 inspections

at some 106 locations to date. The bulk of these inspections have taken

place at State-run or private industrial facilities, research centres and

universities - eithei at locations where lraq's significant technical
capabilities were known to have existed in the past, or at new locations

suggested by remote monitoring and analysis. All inspection activities have

been canied out without prior notification to lraq, except where notification
was needed to ensure the availabilify of required support. IAEA inspectors

have taken - and will continue to take - full advantage of the inspection

authority granted by resolution 11141.. In doing so, the inspectors have been

inbtructed to make every effort to conduct their activities with appropriate
professionalism and sensitivity.

while we are continuing to some extent with this reconnaissance work,
our inspections are now well into the "investigative" phase - with
particulir emphasis on determining what, if anything, has occurred in lraq
over the past four years relevant to the re-establishment of nuclear
capabilities. These investigative inspections focus on areas of concern

identified by other states, facilities identified through satellite imagery as

having been modified or constructed since 1998, and other inspection leads

identified independently by the IAEA.

In parallel with these inspection activities, the IAEA has been conducting

exhauitive analysis of supporting information obtained from various
sources. Irr this context, we have integfated the new infonnation submitted
by Iraq - including the declaration submitted on 7 December in response to
resolution 1.41 - with the records we had accumulated between 1991 and

L998 and the additional information we had compiled through remote

monitoring since L998. The Iraqi declaration was consistent with our
existing understanding of lraq's pre-1991 nuclear Programmei however, it
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did not provide any new information relevant to certain questions that have
been outstanding since 1998 - in particular regarding lraq's progress prior
to 1991 related to weapons design and centrifuge development. While these
questions do not constitute unresolved disarmament issues, they
nevertheless need further clarification.

In addition to onsite inspection and offsite analysis, IAEA inspectors
have employed a variety of tools to accomplish their mission. Taking
advantage of the "signature" of radioactive materials, we have resumed the
monitoring of Iraq's rivers, canals and lakes to detect the presence of certain
radioisotopes. A broad variety of environmental samples and surface swipe
samples have been collected from locations across Iraq and taken to IAEA
laboratories for analysis. And we have re-instituted routine car-borne and
hand-held gamma surveys for the detection of undeclared nuclear material.

The inspectors have also conducted a great number of interviews of Iraqi
scientists, managers and technicians - primarily in the workplace in the
course of unannounced inspections - as a valuable source of information
about past and present programmes and activities. The information gained
has been helpful in assessing the completeness and accuracy of lraq's
declarations.

Resolution 1441 also clearly gave to the IAEA and UNMOVIC the
authority to determine the modalities and venues for conducting interviews
with Iraqi officials and other persons. The first two individuals whom the
IAEA requested to see privately declined to be interviewed without the
presence of an lraqi Govemment representative. This has been a restricting
factor. Although the Iraqi Government recently committed itself to
encouraging lraqi officials and other personnel to be interviewed in private
when requested, regrettably the third reques! two days ago, for a private
interview was again turned down by the interviewee.

The IAEA will continue to determine the modalities and locations of the
interviews, including the possibility of interviewing Iraqi personnel abroad.
We will continue to report to the Security Council on our efforts to conduct
interviews according to our preferred rnodalities and venues, and our degree
of success in that regard.

Findings of lnspections to Date

Let me summarize briefly a number of the findings that have resulted
from our inspection activities thus far.
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First, we have inspected all of those buildings and facilities that were

identified, through satellite imagery, as having been modified or constructed
over the past four years. IAEA inspectors have been able to gain ready
access and to clarify the nature of the activities currently being conducted in
these facilities. No prohibited nuclear activities have been identified during
these inspections.

A particular issue of focus has been the aftempted Procurement by Iraq
of high sfrength aluminium tubes, and the question of whether these tubes,

ir acquired, could be used for the manufacture of nuclear centrifuges. Iraqi
authorities have indicated that their unsuccessful attempts to procure the

aluminium tubes related to a Programme to reverse engineer conventional

rockets. To verify this informatioO IAEA inspectors have inspected the

relevant rocket production and storage sites, taken fube samples, interviewed

relevant Iraqi personnel, and reviewed Procurement contracts and related

documents. From our analysis to date it appears that the aluminium tubes
would be consistent with the purpose stated by Iraq and, unless modified,
would not be suitable for manufacturing centrifuges; however, we are still
investigating this issue. It is clear, however, that the attempt to acquire such

tubes is prohibited under Security Council resolution 687.

Another area of focus has been to determine how certain other "dual
use" materials have been relocated or used - that is, materials that could be

used in nuclear weapons production but also have other legitimate uses. A
good example is the Iraqi declaration conceming the high explosive "FIMX"

- which states tha! out of the HMX under IAEA seals in Iraq at the end of
199& some had been supplied to cement plants as an industrial explosive

for mining. The whereabouts and final use of the removed material are

matters that will require further investigation - although it will be difficult
to verify the disposition of the HMX that is declared to have been used'

A fourth focal point has been the investigation of reports of Iraqi efforts
to import uranium after \991'. The lraqi authorities have denied any such

attempts. The IAEA will continue to pursue this issue. At this stage, however,
we do not have enough information, and we would appreciate receiving
more.

We are also making progress on a number of other issues related, for
example, to the attempted importation of a magnet production facility.
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MovingForward

Need for Continued Unifed Support from the Security Council

In addition to the new authorities granted by resolutionl4Jtl,I believe
that the unified resolve of the Council to support the inspection process has
been a vital ingredient, and must remain so, il we are to achieve a peaceful
resolution of the situation in lraq. I trust that the Council would continue its
unified and unequivocal support for the inspection process in lraq.

Over the next several months, inspections will focus ever more closely
on follow-up of specific concerns, as we continue to conduct visits to sites
and interviews with key Iraqi personnel. We have begun helicopter
operations, which increase the inspectors' mobility and their ability to
respond rapidly to new information, and allow wide-scale radiation
detection surveys. Laboratory analysis of environmental samples is
continuing, and we will be re-installing air samplers for wide-area
environmental monitoring. We also will re-introduce surveillance systems
with video cameras in key locations to allow near-real-time rernote monitoring
of dual-use equipment.

N eed for Actionahle Inforntation from Other States

By its very nafure, the inspection process, both in Iraq and elsewhere, is
not basecl on "trust", but on a thorough process of fact fincling, supported
by access to all available information. Where applicable, this should include
information available to States that may be relevant to the purpose of the
inspection. We have begun in the last few weeks to receive more actionable
information from States - that is, information of direct and current value
for inspection follow-up. I would continue to call on States that have access
to such information to provide it to the inspecting organizations, so that the
inspection process can be accelerated and additional assurances can be
generated.

N eed for Additional Co-ap er ation hy lr aq

Finally, we have urged Iracl once again to increase the degree of its co-
operation with the inspection process. In support of the IAEA inspections
to date, the Iraqi authorities have provided access to all facilities visited -
including presidential compounds and private residences - without
conditions and without delay. 'I'he Iraqi authorities also have been co-
operative in making available additional original documentation, in
response to requests by IAEA inspectors.

89
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In our discussions with Iraqi officials last week in Baghdad, we
emphasized the need to shift from passive support - that is, responding as

needed to inspectors'requests - to proactive support - that is, voluntarily
assisting inspectors by providing documentation, people and other evidence

that will assist in filling in the remaining gaPS in our information.

One example of how Iraq could be more proactive was illustrated by the

inspection of a private residence just two weeks ago, which resulted in the
retrieval of a sizeable number of documents, some of which were classified,
and related, in par! to lraq's pre-1991 efforts to use laser technology for
enriching uranium. While these documents do not appear to reflect new or

current activity related to nuclear weapons in Iraq, they may enhance our
detailed understanding of certain aspects of lraq's Pre-1991 nuclear
programme. It is urgent and essential therefore that lraq, on its own initiative,
identify and provide any additional evidence that would assist the inspectors
in carrying out their mandate.

This proactive engagement on the part of Iraq would be in its own best

interest and is a window of opportunify that may not remain open for very

much longer. Iraq should make every effort to be fully transparent - with a

demonstrated willingness to resolve issues rather than requiring Pressure
to do so. The intemational community will not be satisfied when questions

remain open with regard to lraq's weaPons of mass destruction; the world
is asking for a high level of assurance that Iraq is completely free from all
such weapons, and is already impatient to receive it. The sooner such
assurance can be provided by the inspecting organizations, the sooner the

prospects of a peaceful resolution will translate into a plausible reality.

Tlrc Value of lnspections

Inspections are time consuming but, if successful, can ensure
disarmament through peaceful meelns. It is worth recalling that, in our past

experience in Iraq,, the elimination of its nuclear weaPons Programme was

mostly accomplished through intrusive inspections. It is also worth recalling
that the presence of intemational inspectors in Iraq today continues to serve

as an effective deterrent to and insurance against resumption of programmes
to develop weapons of mass destruction, even as we continue to look for
possible past activities.
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Conclusion

To conclude: we have to date found no evidence that Iraq has revived its
nuclear weapons programme since the elimination of the programme in the
1990s. However, our work is steadily progressing and should be allowed to
run its natural course. with our verification system now in place, barring
exceptional circurnstances, and provided there is sustained proactive
cooperation by Iraq, we should be able within the next few months to provide
credible assurance that Iraq has no nuclear weapons programme. These
few months would be a valuable investment in peace because they could
help us avoid a war. We trust that we will continue to have your support as
we make every effort to verify lraq's nuclear disarmament through peaceful
means/ and to demonstrate that the inspection process can and does work,
as a central feature of the international nuclear arms control regime.
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Dr#t'second Resolution', tabled on
24 February 2003 by the US, UK and Spain

Recalling all its previous relevant resolutions, in particular its resolutions
667 (1,9tO) of 6 August 1990,678 (1990) of 29 November 7990,686 (1991) of
2 March 1991,687 (1991) of 3 April 199L, 688 (1991) of 5 April 199]" 707

(1991) of 15 August 199'l',715 (1991) of 11 October 1991', 986 (1995) of 14

April 1995, and 1ZAA (1999) of L7 December 1999, and 1441 (2002) of
8 November all the relevant statements of its president

Recalling that in its resolution 687 (1991) the council declared that a cease-

fue would be based on acceptance by Iraq of the provisions of that resolution,
including the obligations on Iraq contained therein;

Recalling that its resolution 7441. (2002), while acknowledging that Iraq
has been and remains in material breach of its obligations, afforded lraq a

final opportunity to comply with its disarmament obligations under
relevant resolutions,

Recalling that in its resolution "LM7 (2002) the council decided that false

statements or omissions in the declaration submitted by lraq pursuant to
that resolution and failure by Iraq at any time to comply with and cooperate

fully in the implementation of, that resolution, would constitute a further
material breach,

Noting, that in that context, that in its resolution !M1. (2002), the council

recalled that it has repeatedly warned Iraq that it will face serious
consequences as a result of its continued violations of its obligations,

Noting that Iraq has submitted a declaration pursuant to its resolution
1,M1 Q002) contlining false statements and omissions and has failetl to
comply with, and cooperate fully in the implementation of, that resolution,

Reaffirming the commitment of all member states to the sovereignfy and

territorial integrity of lraq, Kuwait, and the neighboring states,

Mindful of its primary responsibility under the charter of the United Nations

for the maintenance of international peace and security,
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Recognizing the threat lraq's noncompliance with council resolutions and
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and long-range missiles poses
to international peace and security,

Determined to secure full compliance with its decisions and to restore
intemational peace and security in the area

Acting under Chapter VII of the charter of the United Nations,

Decides that Iraq has failed to take the final opportunity afforded to it in
tesolution 1441, (2002).

Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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President Bush's ultimatum to Saddam Hussein
17 March 2003

My fellow citizens, events in Iraq have now reached the final days of
decision.

For more than a decade, the Unitecl States and other nations have pursued
patient and honorable efforts to disarm the Iraqi regime without war. That

regime pledged to reveal and destroy all of its weapons of mass destruction
as a condition for ending the Persian Gulf War in 199L.

Since then, the world has engaged in 12 years of diplomacy. We have
passed more than a dozen resolutions in the United Nations Security
Council. We have sent hundreds of weapons inspectors to oversee the
disarmament of lraq.

Our good faithhas not been returned. The Iraqi regime has used diplomacy
as a ploy to gain time and advantage.

It has uniformly defied Security Council resolutions demanding full
disarmament.

Over the years, U.N. weapons inspectors have been threatened by Iraqi
officials, electronically bugged and systematically deceived. Peaceful efforts
to disarm the Iraq regime have failed again and again because we are not
dealing with peaceful men.

lntelligence gathered by this and other govemments leaves no doubt that
the Iraq regime continues to possess and conceal some of the most lethal
weapons ever devised. This regime has already used weapons of mass

destruction against Iraq's neighbors and against Iraq's people'

The regime has a history of reckless aggression in the Middle East. It has a

deep hatred of America and our friends and it has aided, trained and
harbored terrorists, including operatives of Al Qaeda.

The danger is clear: Using chemical, biological or, one day, nuclear weaPons

obtained with the help of Iraq, the terrorists could fulfill their stated
ambitions and kill thousands or hundreds of thousands of innocent people
in our country or any other.
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The united states and other nations did nothing to deserve or invite this
threat, but we will do everything to defeat it. Instead of drifting along
toward tragedy, we will set a course toward safety.

Before the day of horror can come, before it is too late to act, this danger will
be removed.

The united states of America has the sovereign authority to use force in
assuring its own national security. That duty falls to me as conunander of
chief by the oath I have swom, by the oath I will keep. Recognizing the
threat to our country, the united states Congress voted overwhelmingly
Iast year to support the use of force against lraq.

America tried to work with the united Nations to address this threat because
we wanted to resolve the issue peacefully. we believe in the mission of the
United Nations.

One reason the U.N. was founded after the Second World War was to
confront aggressive dictators actively and early, before they can attack the
innocent and deshoy the peace.

In the case of lraq, the Security Council did act in the early L990s. Under
Resolutions 678 and 687, both still in effect, the United States and our
allies are authorized to use force in ridding Iraq of weapons of mass
destruction.

This is not a question of authority, it is a question of will.

Last September, I went to the U.N. General Assembly and urged the nations
of the world to unite and bring an end to this danger. On November 8th,
the Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 1141, finding lraq in
material breach of its obligations and vowing serious consequences if Iiaq
did not fully and immediately disarm.

Today, no nation can possibly claim that lraq has disarmed. And it will
not disarm so long as Saddam Hussein holds power.

For the last four and a half months, the United states and our allies have
worked within the security Council to enforce that council's longstanding
demands. Yet some permanent members of the Security Council have
publicly announced that they will veto any resolution that compels the
disarmament of lraq. These governments share our assessment of the
danger, but not our resolve to meet it.

Many nations, however, do have the resolve and fortifude to act against
this threat to peace, and a broad coalition is now gathering to enforce the
just dernands of the world.
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The united Nations security Council has not lived up to its responsibilities,

so we will rise to ours. In recent days, some governments in the Middle
East have been doing their part. They have delivered public and private

messages urging the dictator to leave Iraq so that disarmament can proceed

peacefully.

He has thus far refused.

All the decades of deceit and cruelty have now reached an end. Saddam

Hussein and his sons must leave Iraq within 48 hours. Their refusal to do

so will result in military conflict commenced at a time of our choosing.

For their own safety, all foreign nationals, including journalists and

inspectors, should leave lraq immediately.

Many Iraqis can hear me tonight in a translated radio broadcast, and I
havsa *"stug" for them: If we must begin a military campaign, it will be

directed against the lawless men who rule your country and not against
you.

As our coalition takes away their power, we will deliver the food and

medicine you need. We will tear down the apparatus of terror and we will
help you to build a new Iraq that is prosperous and free.

In free Iraq there will be no more wars of aggression against your neighbors,
no more poison factories, no more executions of dissidents, no more torture
chambers and rape rooms.

The tyrant will soon be gone. The day of your liberation is near.

It is too late for Saddam Hussein to remain in Power. It is not too late for the

Iraq military to act with honor and protect your country, by permitting the

peaceful entry of coalition forces to eliminate weaPons of mass destrucdon.
our forces will give lraqi military units clear instructions on actions they
can take to avoid being attack and destroyed.

I urge every member of the Iraqi military and intelligence services: If war
comes, do not fight for a dying regime that is not worth your own life'

And all Iraqi military and civilian personnel should listen carefully to this
waming: In any conflict, your fate will depend on your actions' Do not
deskoy oil wells, a source of wealth that belongs to the Iraqi people. Do not
obey any command to use weaPons of mass destruction against anyone/

including the Iraqi people. war crimes will be prosecuted, war criminals

will be punished and it will be no defense to say, "I was just following
orders."
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should saddam Hussein choose confrontation, the American people can
know that every measure has been taken to avoid war antl 

"t"iv *"urure
will be taken to win it.

Americans understand the costs of conflict because we have paid them in
the past. War has no certainty except the certainty of sacrifice.

Yet the only way to reduce the harrn and duration of war is to apply the full
force and might of our military, and we are prepared to do so. 

-

If sacldam Flussein attempts to cling to power, he will remain a deadly foe
until the end.

In desperation, he and terrorist groups might try to conduct terrorist
operations against the American Lreople and our friends. These attacks are
not inevitable. They are, however, possible.

And this very fact underscores the reason we cannot live under the threat
of blackmail. The terrorist threat to America and the world will be
diminished the rnoment that Saddam Hussein is disarmed.

our government is on heightened watch against these dangers. Just as we
are preparing to ensure victory in Iraq, we are taking further actions to
protect our homeland.

In recent days, American authorities have expelled from the country certain
individuals with ties to Iraqi intelligence services.

Among other measures, I have directed additional security at our airports
and increased coast Guard patrols of major seaports. Thi Department of
Flomeland security is working closely with the nation's governors to
increase armed security at critical facilities across America.

shcluld enemies strike our country, they would be attempting to shift our
attention with panic and weaken our morale with fear. In this, they would
fail.

No act of theirs can alter the course or shake the resolve of this countrv. we
are a peaceful people, yet we are not a fragile people. And we will not be
intimidated by thugs and killers.

If our enemies dare to strike us, they and all who have aided them will face
fearful consequences.

we are now acting because the risks of inaction would be far greater. In
one year/ or five years, the power of Iraq to inflict harm on all free nations
would be multiplied many times over.
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With these capabilities, Saddam Hussein and his terrorist allies could choose

the moment of deadly conflict when they are strongest. We choose to meet

that threat now wheie it arises, before it can appear suddenly in our skies

and cities.

The cause of peace requires all free nations to recognize new and undeniable

realities. tn ihe ZOth ienturf, some chose to appease murderous dictators

whose threats were allowed to grow into genocide and global war'

In this century, when evil men plot chemical, biological and nuclear terror,

a policy of appeasement could bring destruction of a kind never before

r""t on this elith. Terrorists and terrorist states do not reveal these threats

with fair notice in formal declarations.

And responding to such enemies only after they have struck first is not self

defense. It is suicide. The security of the world requires disarming Saddam

Hussein now.

As we enforce the just demands of the world, we will also honor the deepest

commitments of our country.

Unlike Saddam Hussein, we believe the lraqi people are deserving and

capable of human liberty, and when the dictator has departed,-they can set

an example to all the Middle East of a vital and peaceful and self-goveming

nation.

The united states with other countries will work to advance liberty and

peace in that region. our goal will not be achieved overnight, but it can

"o*" 
o',r", time. The poweiand appeal of human liberty is felt in every life

and every land, and the greatest power of freedom is to overcome hatred

ancl violence, and turn the creative gifts of men and women to the pursuits

of peace. That is the future we choose.

Free nations have a duty to defend our people by uniting against the violent,

and tonight, as we have done before, America and our allies accept that

responsibility.

Good night, and may God continue to bless America'
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Prime Minister Howard announces decision
to ioin the military coalition against Iraq, 18 March 2003

I've called this news conference to announce that the Government has
authorised the Chief of the Australian Defence Force, General Cosgrove, to
place the Auskalian forces already deployed in the Gulf region ai part of
any us-led coalition operation that may take place in the future directed in
accordance with existing authority under United Nations resolutions to
disarm lraq. This decision was taken at a Cabinet meeting this morning
following a further telephone discussion between myself-and presideni
Bush. He indicated that the final diplomatic attempts inNew york to obtain
strong support for the 18th resolution dealing with the disarmament of Iraq
had corne to an end. The Government strongly believes that the decision it,J
taken is right, it is legal, it is directed towards the protection of the Australian
national interest and I ask the Australian community to support it.
Iraq has a long history of acting in defiance of Untiecl Nations resolutions.
Iraq has chemical and biological weapons and an aspiration to acquire
nuclear weapons. If lraq does not have taken from it those chemicaiand
biological weapons, other rogue states will think they can imitate Iraq and
as more rogue states accluire chemical and biological weapons, so the danger
of those weapons falling into the hands of terroriits will multiply. If terrorists
acquire weapons of that kind, that would represent a clear, undeniable ancl
lethal threat to a westem nation such as Australia. The action that might be
taken as a result of this decision has a sound legal basis in the resolutions of
the security Council that have already been passed. If you go back to
resolution 678, 687 and'1,44'1,, you find arnple legal authority. That is not
only the legal advice that has been tendered to us but it is also almost
iclentically the published view of the Attomey4eneral of the United Kingdom
Governrnent. It also corresponds with legal advice that has been tendered
to the united states Govemment. It is my intention to table in the parliament
this afternoon the text of the legal advice that has been provided to the
Australian Govemment.

Thi-s,_of course, is not just a question of legaliby, it is also a question of what
is right in the international interest and what is right in Ausrralia's interests.
we do live in a different world now, a world made more menacing in a quite
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frightening way by terrorism in a borderless world. And the possibility of

*uuponr 6f mass-destruction falling into the hands of terrorists and the

n"ud to take action to prevent that occurring is one of the very strong

motivations for the actions that the Government has taken'

The Australian Govemment believes that the United States has shown great

leadership on this issue. It is always easy to criticise the one superpowerof
the world, it is always easy to find fault with the approach taken by the

united states. The truth is for those who have said constantly and still say

that all virtue lies in the lap of the United Nations Security Council should

remember that it was the action of the United States that returned this issue

to New York. Four months ago, the 15 members of the Security Council

passed a resolution calling upon active, immediate and unconditional

compliance by Iraq with thJrequirements of disarmament. That has plainly

not been the iase. 
-It 

is equally pluin thut the only thing that has squeezed a

few morsels of cooperation out of Iraq has been the Presence of the British, or

rather the American, and the British forces and to a lesser extent of course

our own, given their smaller size in the Gulf region. It is equally plain that

if those f*""s *eru withdrawn then any semblance of cooperation by lraq

would disappear. I believe that the United States and her allies on this issue

have been very patient, they have tried hard but the peoplein the end who

have made theirtask imposiible, in the main of course, have been the people

who comprise the lraqi leadership'

I am very conscious of how difficult this issue is for many people in Australia'

I respeci the fact that not all will agree with me. I ask them to understand

this bovemment has taken a decision which it genuinely believes is in the

medium and longer-term interests of this country. I say to-people who

disagree - have yo=ur beef with the Government, have your beef with me, do

not tave your teef with the men and women of the Australian Defence

Force. They are brave, courageous, young Australians who will need our

suPPort, our Prayers, our encouragement and our thoughts' Let none of

y*o r"n"o* [o in their directiorL let it come, as it should in a great democracy,

in the direction of those who have taken this decision'
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